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The Importance of a Sound Perspective
Samuel Young
It  is n o t  e n o u g h  to have good motivation for service. We must have perspective so that we can see the things that are significant. The 
work that you are doing requires not only good hearts, but it does nec­
essitate some brains. Your efficiency and effectiveness in service is 
related to your perspective. John R. Mott’s words are pertinent here: 
“Life is made up of priorities.” In order to get certain things that are 
worthwhile accomplished, you will have to omit a lot of things that are 
not so important even though they might have relative value.
Now I realize that all the lessons even in the work of God are not 
learned in a day. Don’t be like the little girl I heard about recently who, 
when she returned from her first day of school was met by her grand­
father with this question, “Did you learn anything today?” She replied 
quickly, “No, I have to go back tomorrow.”
The truth of God is not like items in the mail-order catalogue, 
located by index and picture. Many of the answers that the world needs 
and that we need are to be found only in a personal commitment and in a 
day-by-day obedience to the known will of God. This is what makes the 
Christian way an adventure. In the right sense, in the Christian way 
we must never lose or give up the element of faith. If we keep our per­
spective in service we will have to count on the same God who acknowl­
edges in His Word the need for plowing, the need for harrowing, 
the need for sowing, the need for weeping, and the need for reaping. But 
the fundamentals are still there in the Word of God. “He that goeth 
forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall doubtless come again 
with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him” (Ps. 126:6). Actually, we 
are not committed to an assignment; we are committed to the will of God, 
and if we keep that commitment the radiance will not depart from us.
Also in the matter of perspective I think, as leaders of men, we must 
recognize the frailty of the human family. The Bible says, “We have 
this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power may be 
of God, and not of us” (II Cor. 4:7). There is the problem of bigness 
versus littleness and I suppose it is fair to state that at least half of our 
problems are related to littleness rather than badness. The preacher 
will have to learn to ignore littleness without scorning it, and without 
becoming little himself in the process.
Jesus himself invited us, “Come unto me, all ye that labour and are 
heavy laden, and I will give you rest” ; but if we continue the study of 
His Word it invites us to “take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for 
I am meek and lowly of heart; and ye shall find rest unto your souls.” 
This is what enables us then to say, with Him, that our yoke is easy and 
our burden is light. The price of our salvation has already been paid by 
Jesus Christ upon Calvary, but we too must continue to pay the price 
of keeping it by following the Master and taking up our cross to follow 
Him.
Excerpts from  address given at Conference o f Religious Education Directors, Kansas 
City, August, 1963.
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Preachers Who Are Afraid of Their Horses
Tisr a  c e r t a i n  c h u r c h  both pastor and people becam e alarmed at the pro-
longed barrenness of the altar and the deepening spiritual dearth in the 
services.
One day an eighteen-year-old cow girl said to the pastor, “ Preacher, do 
you know w hy we are not having better services in our church? Y ou  are 
afraid of your horse.”
Her remarks stung him like a whip. A ll night he lay in anguished prayer 
before the Lord, then on Sunday poured out his soul with boldness and cour­
age he had not had for months, and five men came to the altar.
The truth is that congregations and horses are alike in at least one 
particular: they both know when their rider is afraid of them.
Not knowing the workings of the equine mind, w e cannot say what 
prompts the horse to throw his scared rider. But w e are a little m ore sure 
of our ground when we try to understand the similar actions of the con­
gregation. Deep in the heart of every church is an awareness that the 
pastor should be strong as their spiritual leader and m oral mentor. They 
expect him to sound the trumpet with pow er and certainty. W hen they sense 
that he is hedging and side-stepping and soft-pedaling, they inwardly despise 
him. W hen laymen do not profoundly respect a pastor, it is easy for them 
to try to unseat him.
Of course if a pastor insists on digging in constantly w ith the spurs and 
laying on the whip, his church will throw him anyway, and with good 
reason. For spurs and whip are but different symptoms o f the same disease: 
fear. Courageous and faithful preaching does not require w eekly tongue- 
lashings. It requires only that the pastor calm ly express his convictions on 
each moral issue as it arises, gently but firm ly act according to his convictions, 
and inculcate his convictions from  the pulpit with plenty of scripture, plenty 
of love, and plenty of patience.
The preacher must not ride an issue to death; he will only thus thin 
his pews unnecessarily, and make lopsided saints out of those w ho remain. 
But neither must he dodge an issue that clearly concerns the welfare of 
his people because it is “ too hot to handle.” He may need to pray for 
sense and strategy to determine the right time, place, and manner; but 
at the same time he should pray for courage not to fail his people by  blurring 
the issues or softening his stand. He must be able to say when he leaves: 
“ I did not shrink from  declaring to you  anything that was profitable . . .  I 
did not shrink from  declaring to you  the whole counsel o f God. . . . 
I did not cease night or day to admonish every one with tears”  (Acts 
20:20, 27, 31 ,R .S .V .).
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Holiness and Racial Tension
jP V O E S  t h e  h o l i n e s s  m e s s a g e  have anything to say to the current racial 
tension? Yes, at least two things: First, it is still true that personal 
holiness through Christ is the only adequate and enduring foundation for 
racial harmony.
This was underscored once again by  a recent letter from  Rev. E. H. 
Timmer, of the Nazarene Indian mission at Tucson. A fter telling of a gracious 
revival in which a Negro was converted, he recalled that he had urged the 
folk to go out of their way to make the colored man feel at ease. W hen he 
particularly urged his plea to a young Papago man, who had just been sanc­
tified w holly in the same meeting, he received this reply:
“ Brother Timmer, you  need not be concerned. When I came up from  
the altar, something happened to me. I ’ve always had a hatred in m y heart 
towards the colored people, but, thank the Lord, it is gone. I ’ll make Dave 
feel at home here and be his friend.” The payoff is in the next sentence of the 
letter: “ A nd he surely did.” A ny experience that produces such effects is 
not only relevant to social problems, but absolutely indispensable to their 
solution.
The second thing the doctrine of holiness says to the problem  o f racial 
strife is just as elem entry: A ny attitude or course o f action dictated by  hate 
is always wrong. W hen hate slips into the hearts of church members, and 
gains control of emotions and actions, Christ and His holiness are crowded 
out, no matter how  loud remains the profession.
But although we can say dogmatically that hatred is always wrong and 
love is always right, we cannot be sure that love is always wise. Two men 
with equal love may differ as to the best practical solution of a problem.
It is therefore necessary that divergent views be held in brotherly pa­
tience and charity, neither side impugning the spiritual integrity of the other. 
It is necessary also to rem em ber that the vast m ajority who are emotionally 
involved, both white and colored, know  nothing of true divine love. Practical 
solutions on a com m unity-wide basis are not likely therefore to be ideal; for 
they will be, and can only be, structured by the attitudes and considerations 
which predominate. W hen the predominating climate is fear, prejudice, and 
tension, the Christian must watch that his own spirit does not becom e con­
trolled b y  this prevailing atmosphere. This is the time when he must prove 
his sonship by  being a peacem aker (Matt. 5 :9 ) . This is when his light 
must not be put under a bushel, and when his salt must not lose its saltiness.
Holiness: A Love Service
“ I wish I knew the secret of Paul’s piety,”  said that good man, Asa Mahan, 
to Mr. Finney, who replied: “Paul said, ‘The love of Christ constraineth us.’ 
Just then the glorious truth burst upon his mind that we are sanctified, not 
by works, but by faith which works by love; that the religion of Jesus is not 
one of vows and resolutions, terrible struggle and effort, but of life and power 
and joyous love; and he went out of Finney’s room saying, “ I see it, I see it!” 
From (hat hour his life was one of triumphant holiness.
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Standard Equipment for Christian Ministers
By Melvin McCullough*
A f e w  m o n t h s  a g o  an ex-Ford 
dealer in Philadelphia admitted 
in a Federal Communications hear­
ing that he had advertised a new 
Ford for $995.00. The advertisement 
indicated that all extras and power 
features were optional. But the ad 
neglected to say that among the op­
tional features was the motor. There 
are some items of equipment on a 
new automobile which we assume 
are on every one which is manu­
factured. There are certain items on 
a car which we feel are necessities.
cations which are a “ must” if his 
service is to be of any spiritual value.
The Minister’s Authority
The Scriptures must be the preach­
er’s primary source and authority. 
H e dare not substitute m ere human 
wisdom for God’s Word.
The Bible must rule the minister’s 
conduct and govern his actions. It is 
the B ook  which he must live by  and 
emulate in his own life. He must 
go to it not only for preaching mate­
rial and texts, but for personal coun-
Seminary Essay Contest
With the backing of the Nazarene Publishing House, the Student Council 
of the Nazarene Theological Seminary, Kansas City, inaugurated last September 
an essay contest open to full-time ministerial students. This essay was 
awarded first place for 1963-64 by a panel of three judges, including the editor 
of the NAZARENE PREACHER. Second and third place essays will be pub­
lished in future issues.
W e call this standard equipment. W e 
expect every new Ford to have a 
motor. The m otor is part of its 
standard equipment.
Just as the automobile has standard 
equipment, so the Christian minister 
must have some indispensables if he 
is to minister effectively. W e can do 
without the deluxe trim and electric 
w indow lifts on the automobile. 
There are some desirable qualities 
which are not necessarily mandatory 
in the ministry. G od ’s servant can 
do without an attractive physique, 
musical talent, and W ho’s W ho rec­
ognition; but there are some qualifi-
* Graduated in June; now home mission pastor, 
Fort Worth, Texas.
sel. It is here that the minister will 
find the principles upon which his 
own philosophy of life may be con­
structed. He should expect to meet 
God in his solitary reading of these 
sacred pages. He must enter into this 
spiritual exercise daily, prayerfully, 
and always depending on the H oly 
Spirit for guidance.
The true minister is a man with 
an authoritative message. As G od ’s 
representative, the preacher will lean 
heavily upon the Scriptures in his 
preaching. Like the Master he must 
preach the W ord (M ark 2 :2 ) . The 
minister should early discover that 
it is the proclaimed W ord which has 
prophetic power. It is through the
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delivery of G od ’s truth that the min­
ister becom es G od ’s spokesman. In 
this sense he is a channel rather than 
a source. His pronouncements in 
reality take on divine authority. He 
is heaven’s ambassador, and his cre­
dentials are the oracles of God. It is 
biblical preaching which arrests at­
tention and keeps preaching relevant 
to the needs of even m odern man. 
It is this w riter’s opinion that a min­
ister w ill never want for preaching 
material or a congregation of hearers 
as long as he will stay with the B ible 
and cultivate an ability to make the 
Scriptures plain to those to whom  he 
is called to minister. The masses are 
hungry today for messages which will 
make the biblical incident on the 
Jericho road relevant to what is hap­
pening on Main Street in Chicago.
The Minister’s Action
The Christian minister’s qualifica­
tions must include a desire to serve. 
He must engage himself continually 
in unselfish service. H e dare not let 
the desire for status be substituted  
for the desire for service.
Compassionless living characterizes 
our generation. M odern man gener­
ally is m ore interested in fads, food, 
and fast cars than human need. The 
com placency of this day makes one 
w onder if it is just as serious a sin to 
be indifferent to our fellow  men as 
to hate them. The emphasis of the 
parable of the rich man and Lazarus 
is D ives’ failure to respond to the 
need of humanity. H ow  many so- 
called ministers in our day have a 
“ couldn ’t care less”  attitude toward 
those who are helpless and hungry? 
Self-forgetful service is still the need 
of our generation. There will always 
be a market for sacrificial service 
such as the anonymous four rendered 
in “ bringing one sick of the palsy” 
to Jesus in Capernaum (M ark 2 :3 ).
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It must always be the compelling 
m otive of G od ’s minister.
Service was the norm  for Christ’s 
ministry. Human need took top 
priority in the Master’s earthly so­
journ. Folk were m ore important to 
our Lord than food. People’s suffer­
ing was m ore worthy of His concern 
than even His sermon (Mark 2 ). He 
was the Ideal Pastor— the G ood Shep­
herd w ho gave His life for the sheep.
The Christian minister cannot “ put 
on” service. It cannot be superficial. 
Eventually he will fail if his efforts 
are not genuine and flowing out 
spontaneously. G od ’s servant must 
not be primarily interested in the 
rewards which will com e, for his 
service is rendered for the Master’s 
sake. He loses himself in saving 
others. It reminds me of the words 
o f the late Dr. B. V. Seals who 
prayed in our home a few  months 
before he passed on to his reward: 
“ Lord, help this couple to live the 
poured-out life. It’s the only one 
worth living, and it’s good to the 
last drop.”
The Minister’s Attitude
A n attitude of faith is an indis­
pensable element in the minister’s 
standard equipment. H e dare not let 
the modern tendency to m ake spirit­
ual substitutions lead him to accept 
a passive and cautious faith instead 
of a persistent and daring faith.
Faith is one o f the commonest 
words in the Bible, for faith is that 
on which the whole Christian religion 
is based. Paul names it in his list of 
the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5 :22 ). 
The personalities of the Bible are 
characterized by a faith which recog- 
ized the supernatural in their religion. 
The H ebrew Hall of Fame tells us 
that the saints of the past were dar­
ing because they believed in God as 
one upon whom  they could depend. 
It was this active faith which com ­
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pelled Abraham to walk west with 
God and Moses to declare “ Let my 
people go !” Early in the New Testa­
ment the four unnamed ambassadors 
had a faith which caught the atten­
tion of Jesus and was rewarded 
(Mark 2 :5 ). It was an experienced 
apostle who wrote to a young parson 
warning him of the importance of 
“ holding faith”  in warring a “ good 
warfare” (I Tim. 1 :19).
Amidst the twentieth-century pres­
sures the Church must have spiritual 
leaders whose faith enables them to 
arise above the mundane. This faith 
will enable the preacher to remain op­
timistic. This abounding confidence in 
God will surmount the obstacles and 
communicate hope to a groping 
world.
The Minister’s Aim
A bove all the minister must be 
controlled by  the prim ary objective 
of introducing Christ. H e dare not 
let his creed crowd out his Christ.
In fulfilling this calling in a society 
which is more and m ore concerned 
with the material order the minister’s 
objective must remain spiritual. The 
w orld is passing and changing, but 
there is One who is steadfast and un­
changing. Christ came to meet the 
needs of every age. The fact of G od ’s 
self-disclosure is “ good news.”  The 
redemptive events are exciting and 
relevant. The herald of God in his 
proclamation of the gospel tells about 
Christ, who is “ the same yesterday, 
and to day, and for ever”  (Heb. 13: 
8 ). The Lord still says to His mes­
sengers, “ You are ‘a chosen vessel 
unto me, to bear m y name’ ”  (Acts 
9 :15 ). If we are true agents of the 
redemptive story our preaching will 
be Christocentric. The pulpit cannot 
be genuinely Christian unless it is 
used as a means of making Christ 
known. He is the great Hero o f the 
Bible. There are many personalities
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named and m any places described, 
but the Saviour is the master theme 
of the Scriptures. He must be the 
grand subject of our pulpit efforts. 
The Scottish preacher, James Stew ­
art, felt this so strongly that he said: 
“ If we are not determined that in 
every sermon Christ is to be preached, 
it were better that w e should resign 
our commission forthwith and seek 
some other vocation.”  It is for His 
sake that the servant of God is willing 
to be counted as a “ fool.”  In order to 
introduce the Master, he becom es “ all 
things to all m en” (I Cor. 9: 22).
It seems trite to speak of our age 
as the most demanding of all human 
history. The terrific pace of the times 
has produced a high-strung genera­
tion. The ministry has always been 
demanding, but it is an accepted fact 
that “ Mr. M odern M inister” is being 
confronted with an awesome task. 
Pierce Harris writing some time ago 
in the Atlantic Constitution  ob­
served:
The modern preacher has to make as 
many visits as a country doctor, shake 
as many hands as a politician, pre­
pare as many briefs as a lawyer, see 
as many people as a specialist. He has 
to be as good an executive as the 
president of a university, and as good 
a financier as a bank president, and in 
the midst of it all he has to be so good 
a diplomat that he could umpire a base­
ball game between the Knights of Co­
lumbus and the Ku Klux Klan.
In light o f such great responsibil­
ities Satan could subtly sidetrack 
G od ’s messengers, so that they would 
focus their attention on secondary 
matters. Let us take ministerial in­
ventory from  time to time to be sure 
that we are giving proper heed to 
preserving the qualities which give 
spiritual tone and color to the Chris­
tian ministry.
'James S. Stewart, Heralds o f God (New York: 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1946), p. 61.
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C. D. TA YLO R , superintendent 
of the Akron District, w a s  the 
happy recipient of this letter
To M y D istrict Superintendent—
Dear Brother in Christ
Y ou  have been strongly impressed 
upon m y mind and heart today, and 
I felt led to especially pray for you 
and the residents of the district par­
sonage. A s I prayed I began to see 
the golden rule in a new light. Y ou  
do not have any individual church to 
pray for you  and yours, as I do as a 
pastor. So if I w ould do as I would 
want others to do, then as a pastor on 
your district it is m y privilege and 
responsibility to faithfully pray for 
you.
A s a pastor and one who is respon­
sible for leadership in the church, I 
often find m yself in need of prayer 
and have been told so often by  m y 
people that they are not failing in the 
task. A s I prayed I thought o f the 
times m y people have expressed their 
love to us who live in the parsonage, 
and then I saw I should express my 
love to those in the district parsonage. 
M y people respond when the call is 
given for the support of the church, 
and then I saw m y response should 
not be any less when it is given from  
the district level. I thought of the 
times it was not wise to express m y 
purpose for every decision that was 
made, yet m y people did not fail to 
follow  nor did they question m y
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motive. Then I asked myself, W hy 
should m y attitude be any less noble 
toward the district than I ask m y 
people to be on the local level? It 
came to m y mind that so many of m y 
people have at different times tried 
to make the load lighter; I wondered 
if I had been less thoughtful to m y 
district superintendent than m y peo­
ple had been to me.
I clearly see today that m y love 
and loyalty and faithfulness toward 
you and the district program are as 
necessary as the love, loyalty, and 
faithfulness that I, as a pastor, expect 
from  m y people. I have no right to 
expect of m y people that which I do 
not give to those who are in authority 
over me.
If these expressions of love can be 
called “ apple polishing,”  then it seems 
to me I must reject each one when 
it is extended to me as a pastor. 
True Christian, brotherly love is not 
dead and w e are not ashamed to ex­
press ours. W e want you  to know 
that your pastors and families love 
and appreciate you  and yours and will 
continue to follow  your leadership as 
you  follow  our Lord.
F r o m  o n e  o f  y o u r  p a s t o r s
Editor’s note: This was not an 
anonymous letter!
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The disturbing challenge of 
our crime-infested inner cities
Can God Heal Our Land?
By Dallas D. Mucci*
n P H E  GREAT N EW  PROTESTANT TRADI- 
t i o n — leave a com munity just 
when it begins to need us,”  was the 
ironic comment made a few  years 
ago by  a church leader. He made 
the statement while being inform ed 
that the strongest church of his de­
nomination on the south side of 
Chicago was m oving to the edge 
of the city.
Three years ago Harper’s Magazine 
published an article which in sub­
stance stated: “ Inner city— the place 
the Protestants are afraid to go.”
Other church leaders have made 
searching indictments that the “ New 
Time Religion” is tied to class and 
money rather than ministry to the 
great need in the m odern metropolis.
Gibson W inter in his recent book, 
Suburban Captivity of the Church, 
reminds that in spite of growing 
membership, Protestantism is dying 
in the cities. To make matters worse, 
small pockets of loyal Christians are 
left with no ministry.
Yet, Am erica is in a metropolitan 
expanse. The shift in population from  
rural to city in the past fifty years 
has been unbelievable. In 1900 one 
of every three Americans lived in 
a metropolitan area, but in 1950 two 
of every three Americans lived in 
a metropolis.
W inter suggests that residential 
patterns are most explosive in the
•Pastor, Church o f the Nazarene, Tinley Park, 
Illinois.
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central city. The broad trend is for 
the working class and low er middle 
class to be concentrated in the dow n­
town areas. The middle and upper 
classes m ove out to suburbia. In this 
way, the inner or central core of the 
city has a much less stable popula­
tion than the outlying areas.
It is from  the central city the 
Protestant church is leaving as the 
middle class. It is an honest analysis 
to note the m ajor denominations are 
fully middle class oriented today.
The churches that for years were 
landmarks of spiritual strength, have 
m oved or are ready to make even a 
second m ove; all within the past 
twenty years. There can be no doubt, 
the church is in flight and in 
conflict over the area o f greatest 
need. Every year the num ber of 
organized churches decreases and the 
population increases in the central 
city. W ith the decrease in ministry, 
moral-spiritual instruction becom e 
less obtainable downtown.
There is tension in the church and 
among its leaders about this problem: 
suburbia versus urbia. John W ick- 
lein of the N ew  Y ork  Times head­
lined his report of a Methodist meet­
ing: “ The Methodist Church, the 
largest Protestant denomination in 
the country, is dying out in the 
cities.” Five Methodist churches have 
died in the past ten years in Boston 
leaving only five in the inner city. 
This was a report by a Methodist 
churchman at that meeting.
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John Osman at a meeting of the 
leaders of city churchm en of the Unit­
ed Church of Christ in 1958 said, 
“ Religion today is challenged to cre­
ate an urban civilization . . . Religion 
has abandoned the city and left its 
redemption to business and industry 
. . . Only religion can regenerate our 
cities by  making them places for 
spiritual growth.” A t the same m eet­
ing Truman B. Douglass said, “ Not 
only has Am erican Protestantism 
failed to penetrate the culture of 
m odern cities, it has largely refused 
to take that culture seriously, and it 
has withdrawn from  the task of relat­
ing the Christian faith to the prob­
lems and needs of human beings in 
contem porary urban society.”
Suffering the loss of faith and di­
rection, there has been a tragic moral 
and spiritual breakdown in the m e­
tropolis. M uch talk, many studies, 
high pronouncements, will not neces­
sarily bridge the chasm for Christ 
in our com munity. Fantastic prob­
lems are being dramatized every day 
in this m oral vacuum.
Perry Norton, writing in the “ City 
Church,”  clearly marks out the 
churches’ role for the city com muni­
ty:
What are these issues and problems? . . .
(1) Slums are growing and they are 
increasingly the habitat of minority 
groups who are isolated and discrim­
inated against, both in terms of hous­
ing and in terms of economic oppor­
tunities;
(2) Social tensions are reaching the 
explosive stages and we cannot contin­
ue, doggedly, to ignore cause in favor 
of treating the results (juvenile de­
linquency) ;
(3) Social and political communica­
tion is almost at a standstill as the idea 
of responsibility is lost midst the welter 
of consumer-oriented propaganda; . . .
There is a grim reality to the metrop­
olis. From time to time we make pitiful 
token gestures toward its “problems.” 
But no one guides us toward a mean­
ing of community which comprehends
more than profit taking and congenial­
ity. Will the Church fill this emptiness 
in our society?
H ow  could this com e about? How 
could this situation exist in Christian 
Am erica? Professor W inter laments 
in his answer; “ The tragedy of the 
organized church has been its sub­
stitution of survival for ministry.”  He 
might say, survival has becom e more 
important than obedience to the cause 
of Christ and faith in ultimate vic­
tory. Can it be that God will send 
no one?
Surely the com punction of being 
sent could not have disappeared from  
the inner city alone and yet remain 
so strong for the suburban and for­
eign areas of the world. If there is 
need in the steaming hot jungle of 
New Guinea, is there not need in 
the steel jungle of New Y ork  City, 
Chicago, Los Angeles?
Granted there are many problems 
that would come, such as: inter-faith 
work; racial barriers; understanding 
the foreign cultural area; the constant 
flux of population. But we are flee­
ing from  these, not facing them with 
the love of Christ. Perhaps our lack 
of conviction and faith is reflected in 
the hopelessness of the inner city to­
day.
The organized church has met the 
challenge of other great spiritual 
needs. BU T there must be a mission. 
Before there can be plans of attack, 
studies, there must be some time of 
prayer, faith in God, and obedience 
on the part of the organized church 
to minister rather than collect mem­
bership medals.
There is a basis in our heritage 
for taking on tasks that are greater 
than our understanding. W e know 
that faith in Christ is the force for 
renewal of the hearts of men. The 
most pointed fact of inner city exist­
ence is that men have lost the capac­
ity to live.
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Our foreign missionary outreach 
began in earnest after a haystack 
prayer meeting attended by a few  
young men. But they brought to the 
church the sense of mission that was 
needed to implement studies, plans, 
and programs. Now every modern 
means is used to present the message 
for spiritual life to out-of-the-way 
places.
Still in our own country there is 
the jungle that every year strangles
with a devastating finality the spirit­
ual, moral, econom ic, and social pos­
sibilities of millions of our population. 
It is the inner city. Forgotten of men; 
surely, not forgotten by our God.
God can heal our land. The only 
hope is for us to rem em ber our mis­
sion is to men. Our mission is to 
minister and not to survive. W e must 
get above all o f these and take the 
saving message of faith to men lost 
in our great creation— the city.
W hat can the Church do 
to produce preachers?
The Remedy for 
the Current Preacher Shortage
By J. Leon
' T ' h e  C h u r c h  o f  t h e  N a z a r e n e  
celebrated its fiftieth anniversary 
in 1958. This celebration took place 
with the confidence of G od ’s approv­
al. The church had grown at home 
and abroad. The church had enjoyed 
a surplus of capable ministers. Men 
finding themselves with a divine call, 
but no place to preach had “ gone out 
under the stars” to establish churches. 
The fact of the divine call holds a 
m ajor place in the belief of the 
Church of the Nazarene.
Today our sons and daughters are 
no longer being called in sufficient 
numbers to meet the demands of the 
church. The records of the general 
church released in January, 1960,
•Professor o f Practical Theology, Trevecca 
Nazarene College.
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gave evidence that the ministerial 
needs of the church will not be sup­
plied. During the ten year period, 
1950-60, every facet of the church 
enjoyed a growth of one-third or more 
with the exception o f the ministry, 
whose growth was only one-fourth. 
It is obvious that the church cannot 
continue with this trend. There must 
be m ore ministers or our growth will 
stagnate. If we fail to grow  and carry 
the message of full salvation, God 
will raise up a people to go “ unto 
the uttermost part of the earth.”
Is there an answer to our dilemma? 
Yes! The divine call is still the an­
swer. G od called the Early Church 
into action. “ Separate m e Barnabas 
and Saul.”  There was a w ork  to be 
done. F or the men to go, for the 
w ork to be done, the Church must
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cooperate with the H oly Spirit. “ Sep­
arate me Barnabas and Saul.” These 
men w ere to know  of their call from  
God through the Church. The Spirit 
(the H oly Spirit) and the body (the 
Church) w orked in harmony. The 
Church was yielded to the Spirit so 
that they w ere able to hear the voice 
of God with certainty. W hen God 
said, “ Separate,”  the Church heard, 
understood, and obeyed.
Here was a Church born in a re­
vival and continued in a revival. 
W hen the evangelist from  Cyprus and 
Cyrene preached, the people believed. 
The Church was baptized by the 
H oly Ghost. The H oly Ghost had 
been able to impart gifts, “ prophets 
and teachers.” This was true because 
the Church with love and dedication 
sought Him. “ They ministered to the 
Lord, and fasted.”
There is no shortage of preachers 
or missionaries when the revival fires 
are burning. Not only w ill a revival 
bring men and wom en into an ex­
perience of salvation, but they will 
be called into the ministry. W ith the 
uncertainty of the church in Jerusa­
lem, their confusion and ritualism, 
their division and lack of spiritual 
power, the center for w orld evange­
lism m oved to the church at Antioch. 
G od was forced to seek an atmos­
phere in which He could work. If 
Jerusalem could not furnish the at­
mosphere, G od found a church at 
A ntioch that would.
If w e do not have revivals, souls 
w ill not be saved, our youth w ill not 
be called. W hen the H oly Spirit is 
honored as in Antioch, they “ minis­
tered . . . and fasted,”  there will be 
sufficient ministers called to divine 
service. Our churches will hear His 
voice, “ Separate me.”
If there is a shortage of ministers, 
there is a shortage of revivals. If 
there is a shortage of revivals, there 
will be a shortage of ministers.
If the H oly Spirit is not invited, if 
the Church does not tarry, there will 
be neither revivals no ministers.
In Acts 2:1, when the H oly Spirit 
came, they were all homothumadon 
“ with one accord.”  Our translation 
“ with one accord”  comes from  two 
Greek words homos, together, and 
thumos, meaning a strong emotion. 
In Acts 2, the Church was not only 
together, but they w ere emotionally 
united in seeking God. W ith a great 
united force they sought Him. He 
came! The Church was founded. His 
earthly K ingdom  was in motion.
The base of operations for world 
evangelism m oved to Antioch. Here 
w e find unity. This w ork was carried 
on by men of Cyprus and Cyrene, 
different men and unnamed men but 
united men. They were of one faith. 
They served and fasted to one God 
so that the H oly Spirit could speak 
to all. Acts 13:2, “ A s they ministered 
to the Lord, and fasted, the H oly 
Ghost said, Separate me Barnabas 
and Saul for the w ork whereunto I 
have called them.” There was no 
doubt as to who was doing the call­
ing— “ The H oly Spirit said.” A t this 
point the Church had no voice in 
the selection, it was all the work of 
the Spirit.
God works through Spirit-filled 
men. “ As they ministered to the 
Lord, and fasted, the H oly Ghost said, 
Separate me Barnabas and Saul.” 
One may be sure that G od could 
have spoken directly to Saul and 
Barnabas, but He chose to do other­
wise. He called Saul and Barnabas 
through the prophets and teachers. 
W hen the Church has the spiritual 
power to give birth to babes in Christ, 
there is still the need for human 
counsel. The godly pastor may do as 
Eli, “ A nd Eli perceived that the Lord 
had called the child. Therefore Eli 
said unto Samuel, Go, lie down: and 
it shall be, if he call thee, that thou
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shalt say, Speak, Lord; for thy servant 
heareth”  (I Sam. 3 :8 -9 ). God called 
Samuel, but Samuel needed guidance 
from  Eli.
Eli knew that God was calling 
Samuel. Friends knew that God was 
calling Finney and Truett before they 
heard G od ’s voice. The pastor may 
make the w ay clear for some young 
Christian by asking him to pray 
about a call, or by  listening to one 
troubled over a call and giving coun­
sel. The pastor may hear G od ’s voice 
saying, “ Separate me.” W hen God 
is dealing with the youth of the 
church, the godly care of the pastor 
is sorely needed. While no one should 
preach without a call, all who are 
called should obey. W hen the pastor, 
church, and God w ork together, the 
called and the church will know of 
the divine selection.
H ow  dark the night when revival 
fires do not burn! H ow deadly the 
silence when G od ’s voice is not heard! 
H ow  desolate the Church when the 
pulpit is empty! Is this to be the 
history of the people called Naza- 
renes? W e have a choice. W e will 
seek God. There will be the out­
pouring of the Spirit. There will be 
revivals. Men, women, boys, and 
girls w ill be saved and called into 
His ministry. The prophecy will be 
fulfilled: “ A nd it shall com e to pass 
afterward, that I w ill pour out m y 
spirit upon all flesh; and your sons 
and your daughters shall prophesy” 
. . . (Joel 2: 28).
What is the alternative? A  dead 
formality. A  lack of growth. This 
cannot be! The Church of the Naza­
rene must “ Keep the glory dow n” 
and be “ all out for souls.”
Guideposts to a More Effective Ministry
By Raymond C. Kratzer*
No. 7. Solvent Hearts
In  o r d e r  t o  m a i n t a i n  a “ cruising speed” and avoid being strained 
in the many activities of life, a min­
ister must learn early the importance 
of keeping things in balance in every 
area. The principle of smooth-run­
ning machinery dictates that it must 
run around a perfect center if it is 
to run without friction or vibration. 
W hen it gets out of balance, it is in 
danger of shaking itself to pieces. 
Likewise, when our life and activities
•Superintendent, Northwest District.
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do not watch the credit side, as well 
as the debit side, there is a danger 
of imbalance.
F or instance, it is imperative to 
keep the “ input” into our mind 
through reading and creative think­
ing, at least equal to the “ output”  in 
terms of sermons, administrative 
guidance, etc. In fact, the wise min­
ister w ill always have m ore on the 
credit side of the ledger in this regard 
than he expects to use from  his 
checking account of ideas. To keep 
“ solvent”  in your store of knowledge
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will aid greatly in giving you  a well- 
balanced ministry. People w ill learn 
to have confidence in you, and your 
words w ill be “ like apples of gold 
in pictures of silver.”
I recall a certain minister of an­
other faith who had pastored his con­
gregation of cultured people for about 
five years. He resigned as their min­
ister giving the excuse that he had 
given them all o f the ideas he pos­
sessed, and that if he stayed on, it 
w ould be but a repetition of his 
form er messages. A nd he had a lot 
on the ball as a speaker! What an 
admission of insolvency! Of course, 
I knew one of the reasons why he 
had becom e bankrupt in his preach­
ing was that he was not a Bible 
preacher. I have thanked G od many 
times for the richness of His W ord 
w hich is an inexhaustible storehouse 
of truth from  which the minister may 
draw constantly.
It is inexcusable that your preach­
ing should drivel into mediocrity. 
Regardless of w here you pastor you 
can reach the acme in the quality of 
your messages. I once heard Stuart 
Hamblin say that he never wanted 
to be a great song writer, but “ he 
wanted to be the writer of great 
songs.”  Y ou  may never be a great 
preacher, but you can preach great 
serm ons. Years before Clarence 
Macartney, the great Presbyterian 
pastor of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
passed away, he had to do little in 
the matter o f prom otion to insure a 
good attendance at his church. Peo­
ple knew  they w ould hear a great 
sermon when they came, and so they 
thronged his church each week.
Decide now  to have a “ solvent 
heart”  in connection with your 
preaching. K eep a good store of ma­
terial on hand. Preach out of the 
overflow . D o not live on the ragged 
edge of spiritual poverty.
Another area where solvent hearts 
are a must if your ministry is to be 
effective is in your personal financial 
program. Dr. R. T. Williams used 
to say that there were two areas 
where congregations refused to be 
tolerant. One was when a minister 
was indiscreet in his relationships 
with the opposite sex, and the other 
when he was careless in financial 
matters, especially in the payment of 
his bills.
I knew a pastor who was inviting 
people to his church and called on a 
filling station operator. He replied 
to the invitation: “ No, I w on ’t go 
to your church because a certain 
preacher of yours owes me $14.00.” 
Years had gone by since this debt 
had been incurred, but the bitterness 
of it all was still apparent. Some few  
years later this attendant died with 
a heart attack. I wondered if he had 
made his peace with God, or if the 
insolvency of a minister had closed 
his mind to the only way to heaven.
There are times when we all find 
ourselves hard pressed. W hen this 
occurs, reduce your wants. One of 
the best indicators of intelligence is 
the ability to adjust. Young pastors 
just beginning their ministry should 
be willing to wait a few  years to 
accumulate some of the elegance that 
would make life easier. Do not try 
to measure arms with those who have 
achieved some degree of success and 
are pastoring larger churches with 
better salaries. Rem em ber our Lord 
had no place to lay His head, and 
when He died, He could only boast 
of one robe as His sole possession. 
Think of this when your dollars are 
scarce and your wants many. It will 
make your sacrifice a sacrament.
Solvency carries over into the min­
ister’s attitude toward his church 
finances. Although each church has 
a treasurer, a church board, and per­
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haps a finance committee, in the last 
analysis the pastor receives praise or 
blame if the bills are paid or left 
unpaid. He is the president of the 
corporation, and as such, he is respon­
sible to guide his organization into 
lines of stewardship and solvency. 
He must be motivated by  a solvent 
heart in which it is a passion with 
him that the financial obligations of 
his church be met.
A  weekly account of monies re­
ceived and disbursed, as well as a 
monthly record of obligations in­
curred and bills due, should be pri­
m ary business with the pastor. He 
should know if his church is solvent. 
This regular look at the financial 
picture can help the pastor adjust ex­
penditures temporarily so as to get 
in the “ black” on the church ledger. 
It may be that some cutbacks must 
be made which will in no wise hinder 
the program.
A t the beginning of the assembly 
year it is good to take a long look at 
the obligations which must be met 
each month. Of course, the entire 
budget program of the church should 
be considered— local, district, and 
general. These are as m uch a part 
of the obligation of the church as the 
pastor’s salary or the light bill. A nd 
no church can be solvent when these 
are neglected. Again, the pastor, 
motivated by a solvent heart, will do 
his best to find a way.
It is unfortunate that many of our 
churches are unable to pay an ade­
quate salary to their ministers. Some 
of our wonderful laymen feel this 
keenly. A t times this tendency to 
bring the pastor’s salary up to a 
proper level tempts church boards to 
ignore their budget responsibility for 
others because of the seeming in­
justice. However, the wise pastor will 
short-circuit this idea because he has 
learned that his salary w ill be m ore
wholesom ely given when his church 
shares proportionately with Judaea, 
Samaria, and the uttermost parts of 
the earth.
Churches need to be taught the 
blessing of sharing with others. Jesus 
said, “ Give, and it shall be given unto 
you .” It is mysterious, but factual, 
that when a church gets generous 
with others they find themselves 
blessed. It is a step of faith, but 
“ faith is the victory.” Prayer is the 
key to heaven, but faith unlocks 
the door. Try it! I can recall when 
a revival crowded the Easter Offering 
and the year’s-end stretch for other 
budgets, and we went all out for a 
great revival offering and a great 
Easter Offering for missions, in spite 
o f the dark outlook. The miracle 
happened! M oney came in from  un­
expected sources and all the budgets 
were paid, bills were met, the church 
was solvent, and G od was glorified. 
Get reckless for God!
A  pastor with a “ solvent heart” 
will also want to see m ore gains than 
losses in his church. It w ill pain him 
to no end when he sees his average 
weekly Sunday school attendance 
slipping, or his church membership 
on the decline. His desire to balance 
the budget in his statistics w ill stir 
up his sanctified imagination to do 
something about it. Strange things 
happen when one is motivated 
enough, or cares enough. Y ou ’ve 
heard about the man w ho fell in an 
open grave on a dark night as he 
walked across the cem etery trying to 
make a shortcut home. His frantic 
efforts availed him nothing but bleed­
ing hands. He fell in a heap in one 
corner of the grave, exhausted. Soon 
another unsuspecting person hoping 
to save some time crossed the silent 
area and fell into the same cavity. 
A fter several minutes of herculean 
efforts to extricate himself, the man
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in the corner w hom  he had not 
noticed said, “ Y ou ’ll never make it.” 
. .  . But he did!
Start today to stem the tide of 
losses. The watchword of G od ’s king­
dom is FO RW A R D . Jesus is con­
stantly saying there are “ other sheep” 
which w e must bring. Losses need 
not becom e “ excuses”  but rather op­
portunities.
W hether in the area of ideas, 
money, budgets, attendance, or what­
ever the activity, let us have solvency. 
G od ’s kingdom is big business. It 
cannot be neglected or treated casual­
ly  if it is to succeed. The admoni­
tion of Paul is as relevant today as 
ever: “ Study to shew thyself ap­
proved unto God, a W O R K M A N  that 
needeth not to be ashamed . .
A Miracle 
By Laura Forinash
He watched his neighbors come and go;
He heard their weary cry.
He prayed, “Lord, they do wander so.
Thank God that safe am I.”
It seemed he heard an answer clear, 
“My son, go look again.
You have not really seen them yet, 
These restless, passing men.”
He watched again the milling throng 
In busy marts of life;
He felt a vague concern to ease 
Their heartache and their strife.
He prayed, “Lord, send me forth today, 
A  minister to men.”
The answer came, “My son, you’re blind. 
Go out and look again.”
He watched again with heart and eyes;
At last he saw them then,
Immortal souls for whom Christ died,
A  hell-bound race of men.
His cry, “Lord, send me out to save!” 
From broken heart was torn,
And, lo, a miracle, that hour—
A  minister was born.
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Conducted by the Editor
Question: W hy does not perfect 
love guarantee perfect conduct or 
perform ance? It seems to me that 
one should naturally follow  the other.
Answ er: W hile this question con­
tains an incorrect inference, it also 
reflects an insight which we must 
acknowledge at the outset. Love de­
termines the moral quality and direc­
tion of our conduct, by  imparting to 
our conduct the impulse of its own 
nature. W e must not compartmental­
ize love and judgment, and imply 
that love rules our affections and 
emotions, but not our minds. Love, 
if perfect, rules the whole of us, our 
minds too. It affects the judgment 
therefore directionally and motiva­
tionally; i.e., it prompts the judgment 
to seek the best way to express love. 
Love brings the judgment into its 
service, as well as the emotions.
But while love can determine the 
direction of the judgment in seeking 
to express love, it cannot impart that 
measure of skill which perfect per­
formance would require. Love can 
prompt the judgment to be compas­
sionate, to endeavor to be fair, to 
seek the right thing and the best 
thing in every situation for the good 
of all concerned. But having all of 
this guidance from  the noble impulses 
of love, the judgment still may be
mistaken. F or conduct is not only a 
matter of direction but of skill:
(1) Skill in perform ance, which de­
pends not only on love, but ability, 
practice, and training. Out of the 
heart of pure love I may sing, yet sing 
poorly. The perfection of m y love 
does not o f itself guarantee that I 
shall sing well.
(2) Skill in decision  is part of con­
duct as well as skill in performance. 
Love will prompt the attempt to de­
cide wisely, but love cannot guaran­
tee that the attempt will always be 
successful. F or a wise decision 
depends not only on the right motive 
(love) but also on intelligence, in­
formation, and maturity. Perfect love 
does not raise a person’s IQ. Some 
of us make m ore mistakes in judg­
ment than others simply because we 
have a m ore limited capacity for 
sound reasoning. But information 
and maturity are essential also. No 
matter how  perfectly our decision 
may be motivated by  love, if it is 
based on misunderstanding or mis­
information, it w ill be wrong. A nd if 
our decision is wrong our conduct in 
that matter will be wrong; not sin­
fully wrong, but mistaken. Thus per­
fect love alone cannot guarantee 
perfect conduct or performance.
The cure for dullness in the pulpit is not brilliance but reality.
— Principal P. T. Forsyth.
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NAZARENE INFORM ATION SERVICE
Thanks for Your Help!
Q p e c i a l  t h a n k s  go at this time to 
hundreds of Nazarene pastors and 
laymen for their valuable assistance 
in sending in clippings and tear sheets 
from  their hom etown newspapers with 
items and stories about the Sixteenth 
Nazarene General Assem bly at Port­
land in late June.
W ith their cooperation, Nazarene 
Information Service w ill attempt to 
evaluate our standing as a denomina­
tion in the national news field.
This study will show, for example, 
in what communities Nazarene news 
is “ top drawer,”  as w ell as some cities 
where it is difficult to get into print.
Actually, Nazarene news stories 
out of Portland fell on many kinds of 
soil. This would be true for any de­
nomination, and the parable of the 
sower is a rather fitting analogy.
W here our church is virtually un­
known, the stories fall on stony 
ground. W here pastors and people 
are w idely and favorably known, the 
good earth is ready for the story.
This note also is a last rem inder on 
clippings and stories about the Gen­
eral Assembly. Please send any more 
available to: N.I.S., 6401 The Paseo, 
Kansas City, Missouri 64131.
If the papers no longer are avail­
able, we w ould appreciate hearing 
from  pastors by  card or letter, telling 
just what your newspapers printed 
about the Nazarenes under a Portland 
dateline.
The great m ajority of Christians cannot obey the great com ­
mission of Christ to save a lost world apart from  their money.— J o h n
H. S o l t m a n .
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Department of FOREIGN MISSIONS
16-mm. movie— sound-color 
28 minutes in length 
See all this, and more:
• Dedication of the Sidney Knox 
Church, New Guinea
• Translation of the Kekchi 
Bible, Guatemala
•  Aguaruna Indian work, Peru
• Our hospital work in Africa 
and India
• A graduation ceremony in 
Japan
See your General Budget come alive around 
the world
FO R INFORMATION W RITE
Department of Foreign Missions 
Audiovisuals 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Missouri 64131
NO RENTAL F E E  IS  CHARGED
A freewill offering 
w ill be taken 
to apply on General Budget
^ P ro d u c e d  by the  Departm ent o f  Foreign M issions  
Church o f  the  Nazarene
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BOARD OF PENSIONS
How your Board of Pensions serves 
ministers and their families in 
the Church of the Nazarene
1 Provides Group Term Life ^  Makes available additional 
Insurance for ministers who Group Term Life Insurance 
are enrolled in social security for the minister and family
0  Offers a retirement program Assists ministers in enrolling 
through tax-sheltered annuity in the social security program 
plan
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NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Prepare for the 
October 4 to 25 MARCH to a MILLION
CHURCH O f tHU NAZAfCVM
A  denomination-wide challenge to reach new people through the Sunday 
school and provide the church with its greatest potential for advancement 
in evangelism, church membership, and giving.
Send for  these helpful materials planned for  this special emphasis— all 
A T T R A C T IV E L Y  DESIGNED and C O LO R FU LLY PRINTED. 
March to a Million BANNER
Provides space for adding enrollment and goal. 
Silk-screened on 3 x 4V2-foot canvas (vertical). 
Suggest one for every convention and many 
churches.
SIX-800 $4.95
March to a Million POSTER
A  replica of the banner. 11 x 14” . Suggest one 
for each department and classroom.
SI-801 35c; 6 for $1.00; 12 for $1.75
March to a Million 
DOORKNOB HANGER
For canvassing and visitation. Space for mes­
sage, caller’s name, and name of church. 3'/2 x 
8i/4”. Suggest at least 50 percent of Sunday 
school enrollment.
IT-20 Without imprint: 50 for $1.50; 100 for $2.50;
250 for $6.25; 500 for $12.50 
W ith imprint: 250 for $8.75; 500 for $15.00
March to a Million TAG
To distribute the first Sunday in October. Die- 
cut, gum-back. 2 x 3” . Suggest 10 percent over 
S.S. enrollment.
PI-23 25 for 50c; 100 for $1.75
March to a Million BUTTON
A conversation starter giving an opportunity 
to invite people to church. % ” diameter. Sug­
gest IV2 times the S.S. enrollment.
PI-25 25 for 75c; 50 for $1.25; 100 for $2.00 
Millionaire RIBBON
Presented to members of classes making 10 
percent increase in enrollment. Attaches to 
button. % x 6” .
PI-22 25 for 75c; 100 for $2.50
CAR (Bumper) STICKER
Imprinted, “Meet Me in Sunday School,” in 
“Da-glow” color. 2% x 14%” . Suggest one for 
every car in the church.
SI-802 25c; 12 for $1.80; 100 for $12.50
New Sunday School SONGS
Contains 11 appropriate numbers including 
“Forward to a Million.” Suggest quantity equal 
to average Sunday school attendance.
SF-211 25c; 10 for $1.00; 50 or more 6c each, 
plus postage
Prices slightly higher outside the continental United States
Join with other N azarene churches around the world 
in this forward move to reach new people
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT ONCE
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Post Office Box 527 Kansas City, Missouri 64141
CMUffCH of the NAZASttNC
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NAZARENE RADIO LEAGUE
A NEW QUADRENNIUM HAS BEGUN 
AND 
RADIO IS ON THE MARCH!
The 43 percent increase in stations carrying our Lenten 
message this year spells an ever-increasing acceptance.
Acceptance is further indicated by the fact that the 
pickup of additional stations following Easter is the largest 
in our broadcasting history.
Our total radio outlets for both programs (“La Hora 
Nazarena” and “Showers of Blessing” ) as of April 10, 1964, 
number SIX HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE (671), and 
more are coming in.
RADIO IS ON THE MARCH! 
MARCH WITH US!
Nazarene Radio League 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Missouri
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE TRAINING
*^t)evefopin g the 
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TH E YOUNG ADULT
RKfiLmVSH]?
The purpose of this new book, written 
by P A U L  M ILLER, is to give the “ why,” 
“ how ,” and “ when”  of organizing the Y oung 
Adult Fellowship in the local church.
This practical Christian Service Training 
text approaches the subject from  the young 
adult’s point o f view. His needs and character­
istics are highlighted in a conversational style 
that carries the reader through six chapters full 
o f organization, objectives, activities, and pro­
gram planning. Again, the N .Y.P.S. purpose—  
evangelism— is underscored on almost every 
page.
Plan for a Christian Service Training 
course for all the leaders of the Young Adult 
Fellowship in your church. It w ill be w ell to 
include those who w ork with young adults on 
Sunday morning.
Unit 516.3a, “ Developing the Y oung A dult Fellow ship”
Text: DEVELOPING THE YO U N G  A D U LT FELLOW SH IP, by Paul Miller
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Department of CHURCH SCHOOLS
The Key to Unchurched Homes
"MARCH TO A MILLION" 
with 
CRADLE ROLL OUTREACH
CRADLE 
ROLL
The Home Department Has Joined
THE "MARCH TO A MILLION"
"Enrollment in Sunday School" Campaign 
EVERY SUNDAY SCHOOL SHOULD STRIVE TO REACH A T LEAST
THIS
GOAL
C a i i O f y r f * 6 '
HOME DEPARTMENT MEMBERSHIP
EQUAL TO B O /  OF TOTAL 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
THIS
YEAR
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CH URCH  O F THE N AZAREN E
WHAT DOES A MILLION MEAN?
One million enrolled in Nazarene Sunday schools will mean:
1. Subtracting our m em bership from the enrollm ent, w e  would have 
over 60 0 ,0 0 0  cand idates for sa lvation  to g ive us the greatest 
rev iva l potential the church has ever had.
2 . By 1968 w e  should have 50 0 ,0 00  church members based on the 
two-to-one ratio  w e now m ainta in  between Sunday school pupils 
and church m em bers.
3. Five hundred thousand members would  m ean an increase from 
49 .5  m illion to 7 3 .9  m illion do llars a n n u a lly  in total g iving even 
if our per cap ita  g iv ing  did not increase.
4. W e w ill have 26 ,66 6  high school seniors who w ill be prospects 
for our N azarene colleges, based on one-third of the 8 percent of 
our Sunday school enrollm ent w ho are high school students.
5 . Eighteen thousand N azarenes would  be assum ing responsibility 
as teachers or officers in the Sund ay school and consequently 
w ould  not be as vu lnerab le  to the drop-from-the-roll d isease.
6 . O ur Publishing House sales on curriculum  items alone would in­
crease by 25 percent.
OCTOBER IS "MARCH TO A MILLION" MONTH
7% increase is your fair share 
10% increase makes a millionaire
Department of CHURCH SCHOOLS
Children's Music
• A  vital part of the total church program
• An aid to Christian character development
• A  means of evangelism
Pastor, is your church realizing the most through 
the medium of children’s m usic? D o your workers need 
guidance in carrying on a children’s music program ?
W e have good news for you! Children’s M usic N otes 
is mailed each quarter, upon request, to children’s music 
leaders and those interested in starting a children’s choir.
If you or a w orker in your church w ould like to re­
ceive this free of charge, send your request to Miss Joy 
Latham, Director, Children’s Music, 6401 The Paseo, 
Kansas City, Missouri 64131.
W rite for this today!
Matthew Henry, the commentator, says: "When we look upon 
a little child, we should be put in mind of the use Christ made of 
this child . . .  He set him in the midst of them . . . not that they might 
play with him, but that they might learn by him. Grown men and 
great men should not disdain the company of little children, or think 
it below them to take notice of them."
Pastor, won't you spend some time with your boys and girls and 
their teachers in a vacation Bible school? If you have already had 
yours, please follow up to conserve results.
Are You near One of These Cities??
If so, get your workers into the workshop convention to be held by 
the Department of Church Schools.
September 14-15 Fresno, California, Trinity
September 17-18 Castro Valley, California, Edenvale
September 21-22 North Sacramento, California
October 16-17 Dayton, Ohio, First
October 19-20 Canton, Ohio, First
October 22 Indianapolis, Indiana, First
October 23-24 Seymour, Indiana, First
October 26-27 Fort Wayne, Indiana, Fairfield Ave.
November 12 Conway, Arkansas
November 16 Houston, Texas, First
November 18 Beaumont, Texas, First
November 20 North Little Rock, Arkansas, First
November 23-24 Bethany, Oklahoma, First
Write for a program of the convention you are interested in. Address Department of 
Church Schools, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Missouri 64131.
CHILDREN'S
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APPROVED HOME MISSIONS SPECIALS
__________ Department of HOME MISSIONS
For that “ over and above”  giving, after the General Budget has been 
paid in full, these specials, approved for 10 percent giving credit, represent
present needs that could not be included in the regular budget of our home 
mission fields:
D own payment for Greek church in M elbourne, Australia $2,000
D ow n paym ent for G reek church in Sydney, Australia 2,500
On guest cottage for Nazarene Bible College, Australia 1,000
Home mission developm ent in Hawaii 5,000
Property for Bulawayo church, South A frica 5,000
Property for Capetown church, South Africa 5,000
On president’s home for Nazarene Bible College, South Africa 5,000
To com plete church at Kassel, West Germany 5,000
To com plete church at Wuppertal, West Germany 3,000 
For the opening of our w ork in Stockholm, Sweden No set amount 
Library books for our B ible colleges in Australia, South Africa,
and W est Germany; for each 1,000 
Student scholarships for Nazarene Bible Institute, Institute,
West Virginia, average per student 250
Contributions have been received towards some of these specials. W rite 
to the Department of Home Missions if you are interested in helping.
CHURCH ADVANCES OVERSEAS
Reports from  the overseas home mission fields this year should put our 
membership in these areas over the 3,000 mark. The South A frica  (European) 
District almost reached a membership of 1,000 last year. Both Australia and 
Hawaii reported over 500 members, and Alaska is not far below  that figure. 
The church has been in Germ any only six years, but a few  months ago at 
the district assembly the 7 churches in West Germ any and Denmark reported 
total membership of over 200.
W e rejoice in the steady and rem arkable growth of the church in these 
overseas home mission districts. The message o f full salvation, that God 
has ordained that we should preach, is gaining a solid foothold around the 
world.
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NAZARENE YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIETY
into the Word
. .  .on to  the world
into the Word
. . .  on to the world
into the Word
. .  .on to  the world
A  new quadrennium is before us. A  sense o f purpose is our impetus. 
Evangelism is our reason for existence. Our three Fellowships are involved 
in this purpose.
JUNIORS
4 through 11
IN TRODU CING a help for primary 
N.F.J. directors— “ Prim ary Supple­
ment,”  a new w ay of making the 
junior lessons meaningful to the six- 
to-eight-year-olds. Junior Topics A c ­
tion Packet is a part of this junior 
package.
TEENS
12 through 19
IM PACT— a teen personal evange­
lism emphasis that will underscore the 
basic purpose of your organization. 
New tools are available for inspiration 
and instruction. The IM PA C T packet
contains a “ how -to”  booklet, tracts, a 
week of devotions, com mitm ent cards, 
and other helps. W rite the general 
N.Y.P.S. office for a descriptive leaflet 
and order blank. Make IM PA C T a 
part of your teen-age program.
Y O U N G  ADULTS
20 through 40
“ THE SPEN DERS” : A  16-mm. 
film  and supporting materials under­
scoring the importance of Christian 
m oney management. Descriptive ma­
terial about this “ packaged steward­
ship program ”  is available from  the 
general N .Y.P.S. office.
D EVELO PIN G  T H E  Y O U N G  
A D U LT F E L L O W S H I P — a new
C.S.T. text by Paul M iller outlining 
the N .Y.A.F. purpose, the needs o f the 
age-group, and quantities o f organiza­
tional and program  ideas. $1.25 from 
Nazarene Publishing House.
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Department of EVANGELISM
Evangelize in the Power of the Spirit
A DAY OF
SIMULTANEOUS
REVIVAL
in every local church 
throughout the 
Church of the Nazarene 
•  •  •
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20 
1964 
•  •  •
w ith  specia l em phasis on 
HOLINESS EVANGELISM  
to be preceded by a d ay  of 
PRAYER—FA STIN G —AND V ISITATIO N  
EVA N G ELISM  
Saturday, September 19
Let every pastor and local church join in 
Prayer—Planning—Promotion—Preaching 
FOR ONE DAY OF SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
\ \ h s :
50
1964-68
6:00 p.m. 
to
midnight 
LOCAL TIME
August, 1964
Saturday, August 1
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NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
W e re Going 
to Have 
a V.B.S. 
Aren't W e?
Don't Disappoint 
Your Boys and Girls!
There's STILL Time to Conduct an August V.B.S.
Read what others report who have had a V.B.S. in A ugust . . .
“ . . . an example to the church that a V.B.S. could be conducted 
successfully this time of the year [A ugust]. W e contacted new homes 
and discovered some new helpers. W ell worthwhile.”  W yom ing 
“ W e find this an ideal time in the summer to reach m ore 
boys and girls.”  Iowa
Your children will be excited with the new HANDY-CRAFT KIT.
H-6433 Contains everything needed  for 8 PRIMARY Crafts 98c
H-S434 Contains everything needed  for 7 JUNIOR Crafts 98c
Your teachers will be pleased with the new TEACHING AIDS.
VA-152 For KINDERGARTEN Teachers $1.50
VA-153 For PRIMARY Teachers $1.50
VA-154 For JUNIOR Teachers $1.50
Your church will be eager to support a V.B.S. when they see NEW 
HORIZONS THROUGH VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL.
V-1251 A  filmstrip of 60 full-color frames. Introductory Offer* $10.00
33Mi-rpm record, 2 User's Guides ‘ After August 15, 1964 $12.50
Start Planning NOW by ordering your 
Vacation Bible School INTRODUCTORY PACKET
V-464 Contains sam ples of all items included in this year 's  program
A  $9.05 Value for ONLY $4.95
Prices slightly higher outside the continental United States
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Post O ffice Box 527 Kansas City, Missouri 64141 
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STEWARDSHIP
STEWARDSHIP SAYINGS  
by Roy L. Smith
If the m oney in the collection plate 
talked out loud it might be quite em ­
barrassing.
A  father who is not training his son 
to give is neglecting his education.
Praying can never substitute for 
paying.
The collection plate can be made 
one of the most religious symbols in 
the church.
s|e :je jjc ije
Christian Stewardship is the prac­
tice o f systematic and proportionate 
giving of time, abilities, and material 
possessions based on the conviction 
that these are a trust from  God to 
be used in His service for  the benefit 
of all mankind in grateful acknowl­
edgement o f Christ’s redeem ing love.
— Selected
CHAN GE O F ADDRESS FORM
PASTOR— A  Service for You
When you change address, fill in the form below and mail to the Gen­
eral Secretary. All official records at headquarters and periodical records 
at the Nazarene Publishing House will be changed from this one notification.
N am e...............................................................  Date of Change...........................
New Address: Street or B o x ................................................................................
C ity ........................................................ State.................  ZIP C od e .................
New Position: P astor___  Evan........ O ther_____ Church .......... Dist........
Former Address .......................................................................................................
Former Position: P astor___ Evang.......... O ther____ Church____ Dist..........
(Clip and send to the General Secretary, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Mo. 64131)
DEFINITION— Dough Nut— a man 
who is crazy about money.
— Selected
“ Perfect timing! Too late for the collection and 
just in time for the sermon!"
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It's Personally Yours . . .
NEW  
POCKET  
EDITION
of
“Praise 
and 
W orship”
Y O U R  N AZAREN E H Y M N A L takes on a new use— one that is strictly 
personal. In your study it will be a handy com panion when planning your 
song service. A s you  m ake your calls this miniature edition will slip into 
your pocket almost unnoticed. A t home you can discover these songs a source 
of rich devotional reading.
Bound in genuine cape morocco • Printed on India paper • Cross cover 
design stamped in gold • Red under gold edges • Ribbon marker • 
ACTUAL SIZE: 5% x 3%. Only % inch thick!
A S  A  G IFT for your “ first lady,”  your music director, superintendent, young 
people’s and missionary presidents, and other special persons in the church, 
nothing could be m ore personally appreciated than this pocket-size  PRAISE 
AN D  W ORSHIP.
A va ila b le  in BLACK or RED . . . Each, $4 .95
Price slightly higher outside the continental United States
Send for Your Personal Copy TODAY!
N A Z A R E N E  P U B L I S H I N G  H O U S E
Washington at Bresee Post Office Box 527 IN CANADA: 1592 Bloor S t ., W.
Pasadena, California 91104 Kansas City, Missouri 64141 Toronto 9, Ontario
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^  ueen of the parsonage • • • • •
^  AUDREY J. WILLIAMSON
Burden Bearers
Be a r  y e  one another’s burdens.” What a gracious suggestion this is! Here 
we are on the highway of life, foot 
travelers. Some are walking with a 
steady, even pace, as though aware that 
they have far to go, and with wisdom 
and foresight they must conserve and 
utilize their energies to the maximum.
Others in their youth and eagerness 
are hastening along, outdistancing for 
the present, the slower, steadier way­
farers. Still others are moving hesitant­
ly and feebly, assisted by crutch or 
cane. They are almost at journey’s end, 
sometimes bent with age and weariness.
If we look closely we shall see that 
each traveler is carrying a burden, for 
life gives to each its load. “Every man 
shall bear his own burden”—the burden 
of responsibility for life itself, for its 
choices, for the direction in which we 
travel, for our ultimate arrival at our 
destination. For these things we alone 
are answerable to Him who started us 
upon life’s journey.
But there are other burdens we must 
carry which come to all of us through 
the days of our years. They are a part 
of living. It is these additional loads 
which we can help our fellow travelers 
share, loads that for the moment are 
so heavy that the bearers seem to falter 
upon life’s way. Our assistance may 
be just the thing they need to give them 
strength and courage so that they can 
and will keep going toward the eternal 
city.
What are some of these burdens that 
our fellow travelers are bearing? Most 
certainly, many whom we pass upon 
life’s highway are carrying a crushing 
load of sin. Weighed down by guilt, 
by remorse for wrongs committed, and
fettered by chains of habit, their prog­
ress toward a desirable destination is 
impossible. How willingly and quickly 
then we should tell them of Him who 
can lift this heavy load of sin and 
free them from its weight. Thank God, 
this is a burden that no one needs to 
bear. Tell them of the Saviour “who 
his own self bare our sins in his own 
body on the tree.” Say, “Behold the 
Lamb of God, which taketh away the 
sin of the world.”
There are other burdens. There is 
the burden of poverty. We can help 
bear this burden by our own good 
works. To supply food and clothing and 
fuel in time of need is to obey the 
divine injunction of gracious helpful­
ness to others. The word of God has 
much to say about His poor and the 
blessings that come to those who con­
sider them. It is not enough, when we 
see a brother or a sister in want to 
say, “Depart in peace, be ye warmed 
and filled.” We are to give them those 
things that are needed. Often to relieve 
this want for material things, lifts pres­
sure from the spirit as well, and the 
thoughtful kindness that prompted the 
act warms the heart and feeds the soul, 
even as the body is clothed and fed.
There are burdens of the mind. Ig­
norance can add a terrible load to an 
individual as well as to an entire nation. 
He who aids in any way to lift this 
heavy load of ignorance is God’s own 
representative. There is no more noble 
experience than that of teaching the 
truth, whatever may be the subject or 
the extent of its outreach. Liberation 
of the mind makes way for the emanci­
pation of the spirit, for release from 
cumbersome, inefficient methods of pro­
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cedure, and for progress in advancing 
God’s kingdom on earth. Wherever we 
can, let us lift the burden of ignorance.
There are burdens induced by home 
problems, by concern for and disap­
pointment in others, by illness or be­
reavement, by situations and circum­
stances that bring suffering and grief. 
There are burdens of loneliness and 
misunderstanding. We can do much to 
lift these loads by our sympathy, our 
interest, and our love. We need not pry 
for expressed confidences. We can share 
the weight of another’s pack load with­
out necessarily knowing all that the 
pack contains. And our arm supporting 
our fellow traveler, or our shoulder 
slipped under the load in the place of 
his drooping one, will immeasurably 
ease and distribute the weight of his 
burden.
Preacher’s lady, this is enough sug­
gestion to start you off on a quest for 
burdens to bear, or to whisper a “Bravo” 
if you are already busy as a burden 
bearer. Take note of all, from the chil­
dren to the great-grandparents. See if
anyone is carrying a burden you can 
share. Perhaps you are feeling that 
your own load is already more than 
you can bear. But if you will reach out 
to aid a wayfarer, you will discover 
that you have not only shared his load, 
you have actually lightened your own. 
The advice is sound, “Bear ye one an­
other’s burdens,” for in so doing we 
are fulfilling the law of Christ. And 
He becomes our Burden bearer! “Take 
my yoke upon you . . . for my yoke 
is easy, and my burden is light.”
On the dusty roads of India and 
Africa I have seen women bearing loads 
of almost unbelievable weight. Their 
heads were lifted, their eyes straight 
ahead, their steps firm and confident. 
They kneel down first to lift their loads. 
Then they do not carry them in their 
arms, for that would obscure their vi­
sion. They do not bear them upon their 
backs, for that would bend them down. 
They carry them upon their heads. This 
gives them poise and balance, freedom 
of movement and saves strain upon the 
heart. They walk erect with a burden.
Do you recall how Michelangelo, the incomparable sculptor, could take 
a discarded block of marble, see in it a perfect image, and then chisel it 
out? This was something only a Michelangero could do. And it is God 
alone who is the Sculptor, the Potter, who sees in your broken life the 
image of His Son. He sees the possibilities and He has provided for that 
life most terribly broken. God deals in broken things, friend, and there is 
no limit to what He can and will do with the broken life that is given over 
wholly to Him.
D w ig h t  H e r v e y  S m a l l  in  The High
Cost of Holy Living (Fleming H.
Revell Company)
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------------------------------- ^  TOWARDS BETTER BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP
STUDIES ;
Studies in the Sermon on the Mount
By H. K. Bedwell*
No. 3 Matt. 5:13-16 
The Power of a Holy Life
IN t h e  o p e n in g  v e r s e s  of this match­less sermon, Jesus has described the 
happiness and the privileges of the man 
whose character has been conformed to 
the standard of God. He shows that the 
true Christian is deeply conscious of his 
own nothingness, and yet all the riches 
of heaven are his. He has passed 
through the fire of sorrow and received 
the comfort and strength of God to sus­
tain him. He is humble and submissive, 
allowing God to fight his battles, and 
his very humility opens the door to 
untold wealth. He yearns for complete 
righteousness in his own heart and life 
and in the world around him, and has 
experienced the complete satisfaction 
only God can give. He is generous and 
largehearted in all his dealings with 
others, having a forgiving spirit, and 
able to overlook the faults and failings 
of his brethren. His generosity reacts 
upon his own spirit, and men are at­
tracted to him. He has been cleansed 
from all sin, and enjoys intimate and 
unclouded communion with God. He 
does all in his power to promote unity 
and brotherliness among his fellows, and 
they recognize him to be a true child 
of God. He is hated and slandered by 
evil men, but rejoices in the honour of 
suffering for his Master. He belongs 
to the royal line of those who are 
prepared to stake their lives on the
•Nazarene missionary, Stegi, Swaziland, South 
Africa.
message they preach. He has a grand 
reward awaiting him in heaven.
Such is the picture Jesus paints of 
the true man of God. What is the effect 
of the life of such a man upon a godless 
world? Jesus gives the answer. It is 
a twofold one. Ye are the salt of 
the earth (v. 13). Ye are the light 
of the world (v. 14). Notice carefully 
that Jesus does not say, “Ye have salt,” 
but, “Ye are salt.” Not, “Ye have light,” 
but, “Ye are light.” It is what we are 
that determines the measure and power 
of our influence in the world around us. 
The emphasis in these verses is upon 
the influence exerted by the kind of 
character described in the preceding 
section. Let us notice four things about 
this influence:
1. The Power of Influence
2. The Exercise of Influence
3. The Loss of Influence
4. The Effects of Influence
1. The Power of Influence
Ye are salt, ye are light. In both 
cases it is acting in and upon the world 
around. “Ye are the salt of the earth.” 
“Ye are the light of the world.” The 
power of a holy life is immense. Its 
impact upon a godless world is im­
measurable. How is this power to op­
erate? As salt. As light.
(a) To arrest corruption. It is im­
possible to measure the deterring effect
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that the lives of godly men and women 
have upon a sinful world. Just as salt 
arrests corruption, so does the influence 
of a man of God hold back the powers 
of evil. The world is corrupt, but it is 
certain that it would have been im ­
measurably more corrupt had it not 
been for the deterring effect of the lives 
of God’s people. In homes, offices, 
workshops, schools, hospitals, every­
where and all the time the “ SALT” 
is doing its silent work.
(b ) To season life. What salt is to 
food, the Christian is to the world. He 
gives meaning and purpose to life. 
He demonstrates that life is really worth 
living. That it has “ tang.” It was salt 
that Elisha cast into the bitter water, 
to sweeten it. See II Kings 2:21. The 
Christian way of life sweetens all 
the springs of life, in the home, in 
business, and in the church.
(c )  To expose sin. Light reveals that 
which is hidden. Evil men hate the light 
because they do not want their sin to 
be exposed. When an ungodly man 
comes up against a child of God, he 
cannot help being uncomfortable, be­
cause the light radiating from a holy 
life  show s up the sordidness o f sin.
( d ) To guide men. Light not only 
exposes evil, it guides the lost. Many 
a man has discovered the way, because 
some unknown humble Christian let his 
light shine. How are men to know their 
way, in the dense darkness of sin, if 
the children of God do not show it to 
them by their lives?
This then is the power God has com ­
mitted to His children—to arrest cor­
ruption, to season life, to expose sin, 
and to guide men. The world is suffer­
ing from putrefaction and darkness. 
God sends His people into the world 
to be salt to arrest that putrefaction. 
Someone has said that what the soul is 
to the body, the Christian is to the 
world. Take away the soul, and the 
body is a putrefying corpse. He sends 
His children into the world to shine in 
dark places.
2. The Exercise of Influence
The two figures, salt and light, used 
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by Jesus, give us the clue to the manner 
in which influence is exercised. It is 
twofold, (a) Unconscious and hidden. 
Salt is all pervasive but unseen. It 
permeates all, changes all and yet is 
silent in its working. This is true of 
the influence of every saint. We cannot 
help but communicate our spirit to those 
around us. The life is being watched, 
and the effect produced, all unnoticed 
by the individual concerned. Two fig­
ures are used in Scripture to describe 
the all pervasive influence of one life 
upon another; they are leaven depicting 
evil influence, salt portraying influence 
for good. See Ex. 34:25 and compare 
Lev. 2:13. What we are in ourselves will 
in spite of ourselves influence others 
for good or evil. Is your life leaven or 
salt?
(b ) Conscious and open. Salt is hid­
den, but light is manifest to all. This 
figure describes the public side of in­
fluence, the light which all men can 
see. This too is twofold, public and 
private. Every real Christian is a public 
servant. The elevated life cannot be 
hidden. “ A  city set on an hill cannot 
be hid.” This is not a new figure. A  
city at night is a blaze of light. On a 
hillside it is impossible to hide. Light 
largely depends upon elevation for its 
usefulness. The city is on the hilltop, 
the candle is on the table. Matthew 
Henry says, “ Sinners roll themselves 
in the dust, the sanctified souls sit in 
heavenly places.”  The higher you  climb 
with God, the more conspicuous you 
will become. A  light higher than its 
surroundings cannot be hid. In Mark 
7:24 we read about Jesus that “he could 
not be hid.”  That is true o f every child 
of God. There is a public witness of 
life and lip, which cannot and must not 
be avoided. There is a private witness 
too— in the home. The Christian is not 
only to be a “ city set on an hill,” but 
also a candle in the house. The public 
witness is nullified if the life at home 
does not correspond. The home is the 
final test of influence. Our lives must 
shine to “ all that are in the house.” 
The children, the wife, the husband,
(Continued on page 41)
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Gleanings from the Greek New Testament
By Ralph Earle*
Eph. 5:5-7
Be Sure of This
The fifth verse begins in the King 
James Version with the clause, “ For 
this ye know.” The Am erican Stand­
ard Version has “For this ye know of 
a surety.” The Revised Standard V er­
sion reads, “Be sure of this.” W hy add 
“ of a surety” or change to “ Be sure of 
this” ?
The Greek literally says: “For this 
you know, knowing.” That is an ex ­
pression for “Y ou  surely know.” But 
the Greek word for “you know” may be 
either indicative or imperative. In the 
second person plural of the present 
tense the form  is exactly the same for 
both. That will explain the R SV read­
ing here. It will also account for the 
change in John 5:39 from “ Search 
the scriptures” (K JV ) to “Y e search the 
scriptures” (A S V ) and “ You search the 
scriptures” (R S V ). There are many 
passages in the New Testament where 
we can never be certain whether 
the writer intended the w ord to be 
taken as indicative or imperative. This 
is one of the ambiguities o f language, 
some of which still exist even in the 
rigid demands of our day for scientific 
exactness. Linguistic ambiguity in the 
Greek, often attaching also to the Eng­
lish, is one of the inescapable problems 
of New Testament exegesis. One can 
only do his best to interpret such am­
biguous terms in the light of the con­
text— which is not always definitely 
determinative.
Heathen Immorality
In the third verse there are three 
abstract nouns: “ fornication,” “ unclean-
♦Professor, Nazarene Theological Seminary. 
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ness,”  and “ covetousness.” They are 
balanced in the fifth verse with three 
concrete nouns: “whoremonger,”  “ un­
clean person”  (one word in the Greek) 
and “covetous man” (one w ord). 
“Whoremonger” should be translated 
“ fornicator,” to show its connection with 
“ fornication” (same root in the Greek). 
Such connections in the Greek should 
be preserved in English translation, if 
possible. This is done much better in 
the American Standard Version than 
in the King James Version.
It is a black picture of heathen im ­
morality which is suggested here, with 
overtones reminiscent o f Rom. 1:21-32. 
For pom os  ( “whoremonger, fornicator” ) 
originally meant a “male prostitute.” 
Then it came to be used in the universal 
meaning of “ fornicator.”  It should be 
noted that the modern technical dis­
tinction between adultery and fornica­
tion is not maintained in the Greek 
New Testament. While porneia is al­
ways translated “ fornication” in the 
King James Version (26 times), it clear­
ly means adultery in Matt. 5:32; 19:9. 
There is a distinct word for “ adultery,” 
however, which occurs only four times 
in the New Testament (Matt. 15:19; 
Mark 7:21; John 8:3; Gal. 5 :19)— as also 
“ adulterer”  four times.
Covetousness
The w ord for “ covetous man” (vs. 5), 
pleonektes, occurs (in N T) only here 
and in I Cor. 5:10, 11; 6:10. The abstract 
noun pleonexia, (v. 3) is found ten times 
in the New Testament. It is translated 
“covetousness” in every place but one 
(Eph. 4:19— “ greediness” ). The word is 
a compound from  pleon, “m ore,”  and 
echo, “ have.”  So it means “ greedy de­
sire to have more.” 1
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As in this passage, “ covetousness” is 
usually found in the New Testament in 
very bad company. Arndt and Ging­
rich cite numerous instances of this 
same association in the secular Greek 
writers.2 Trench writes: . . not mere­
ly is pleonexia, as signifying covetous­
ness, joined to sins of impurity, but 
the word is sometimes used, as at Ephes. 
v. 3 . . .  to designate these sins them­
selves.”3
Salmond thinks that in some passages 
in the New Testament (e.g., Luke 12: 
15; II Cor. 9:5; I Thess. 2:5) the word 
means simply “covetousness,” but that 
here in verse 3 it may have “ the ac­
quired sense of sensual greed.”4
Eadie objects to interpreting pleon­
exia  as signifying lustful desire. His 
explanation of the association here is: 
“And it is joined to these preceding 
words, as it springs from the same self­
ishness, and is but a different form 
of development from the same unholy 
root.”5 He defines the word thus: “ It 
is greed, avarice, unconquerable love of 
appropriation, morbid lust of acquisi­
tion, carrying in itself a violation of 
almost every precept of the decalogue.”0
Lightfoot agrees. He writes on Col. 
3:5: “The attempt to give pleonexia  here 
and in other passages the sense of ‘im­
purity’ . . .  is founded on a misconcep­
tion.”7 He also observes: “ Impurity and 
covetousness may be said to divide be­
tween them nearly the whole domain 
of human selfishness and vice.”8
But why is the “covetous man” called 
an “idolator” (and in Col. 3:5 “covetous­
ness” called “ idolatry” )?  Eadie sug­
gests: “The covetous man makes a god 
of his possessions, and offers to them 
the entire homage of his heart.” 9 Ellicott 
comments: “Covetousness is truly a 
definite form of idolatry, it is the wor­
ship of Mammon (Matth. vi. 24) instead 
of God.” 111 Grayston writes: “ Since ruth­
less self-assertion is the very essence 
of idolatry (Eph. 5:5; Col. 3:5), the word 
forms a bridge between sexual vice 
and idolatry, and may in some quarters 
have been a euphemism for ritual forni­
cation.” 11
Vain or Empty?
The apostle warns his readers: “Let 
no man deceive you with vain 
words” (v. 6)—or, “empty words” (ASV, 
RSV). The Greek for “vain” is kenos. 
in the literal sense and translated “emp­
ty” in Mark 12:3; Luke 20:10-11. Arndt 
and Gingrich note that it is used figura­
tively as meaning “without content, 
without any basis, without truth, with­
out power.” 12
That is what it means here. “Vain” is 
not a bad translation, but “empty” is 
better. It brings out more forcefully 
the exact sense of the term.
’ Thayer, L exicon , p. 516.
2L exicon , p. 573.
3Synonyms, p. 83.
4EGT, III, 352.
6Ephesians, p. 370.
«Ibid.
7Colossians, p. 212.
*lbid.
°Op. cit., p. 375.
10Ephesians, p. 120.
’ ’Kenneth Grayston, “ Desire, etc.,”  A Theo­
logical Word Book o f the Bible, ed. Alan Rich­
ardson (London: SCM Press, 1950), p. 64.
12Op. cit., p. 429.
Drinking is not only a personal problem. It is a social problem  when  
alcohol is a contributing cause of tw enty percent of all automobile accident 
deaths. Our automobile accident bill, w here drinking is involved, is over  
a billion dollars annually. Seventy percent o f those who occupy our jails 
are there because of drinking problems. A  large percentage of our crime 
bill is attributable to alcohol.
T h o m a s  A. Fry, Jr., in G et Off 
the Fence! (Flem ing H. Revell 
Company)
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SERMONIC v
----------) TOWARDS
STUDIES 7
The One Thing Paul Kept
T e x t : 1 have fought a good fight, I have 
finished my course, I have kept the 
faith (II Tim. 4:7).
Critical Questions
1. What is the faith which has been 
kept?
2. In what sense has it been “kept” ?
3. What is the relationship between 
keeping the faith and the rest of Paul’s 
testimony in this verse?
Exegesis
1. The word is pistin, acc. of pistis, 
and is translated as simple “ faith” in 
Amplified, NEB, Moffatt, RSV, and 
others.
It could mean “ firm conviction or 
persuasion,” as in II Cor. 5:7. In this 
case Paul is saying: “ I have kept my 
confidence.”
It could mean honesty, integrity, 
faithfulness, as in Gal. 5:22 and Titus 
2:10. In this case Paul is saying: “I 
have kept true.” Living Letters  para­
phrases the verse: “ I have fought long 
and hard for my Lord, and through it 
all I have kept true to Him.”
It could mean (especially when used 
with the article, as here), “ the matter 
of Gospel faith”  ( The Analytical G reek  
L exicon ), as in Acts 6:7 and Jude 3; in 
other words, the body of Christian 
doctrine. In this case Paul is saying: 
“ I have kept the doctrine pure and 
undiluted.”
A. T. Robertson assumes the second 
meaning. He says: “Paul has not de­
serted. He has kept faith with Christ” 
( Word Pictures, Vol. IV, p. 631).
Paul would probably say: “ I mean 
it all. I have kept my firm conviction. 
I have kept alive and vital that per­
sonal faith in Jesus by which I am
saved. I have kept my end of the 
bargain. I have been loyal and obedient. 
I have been faithful to the whole coun­
sel of God, as once given to me.”
2. The word “kept” is from teteraka, 
which is perfect active indicative of 
tereo, to keep watch upon. This is a 
strong word. It means much more than 
to keep passively and indifferently, but 
to keep zealously; to guard carefully; to 
watch over protectively. The suggestion 
is that Paul’s faith has been an ex­
ceedingly precious treasure to him, 
which he determined not to lose, no 
matter what else he lost. The further 
suggestion is that faith may be lost, and 
will be, if one becomes careless and 
presumptuous. The perfect tense testi­
fies that the faith he once obtained he 
has maintained right up to the present. 
Paul is not on back ground spiritually. 
He is not trusting in yesterday’s bless­
ings.
3. This verse contains a threefold 
testimony: “I have fought hard and 
well—I have not been a coward. I have 
completed the course of life assigned 
to me.” But these statements are pre­
liminary to the climax: “I have kept 
the faith.” No matter how hard a man 
fights, or how near he is to the end of 
his course, he has not triumphed unless 
in his fighting and running he has kept 
the faith.
Homiletical Development 
Outline 1:
Success and Failure
A. No man is a success unless he keeps 
the faith clear to the end.
I. A  good fight is not good enough
if in it a man ICSes' faith.
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II. The completion of one’s course 
is not with honor unless he 
completes it still in the faith.
B. No man is a failure who has kept 
the faith.
I. No matter what else he 
fails to keep. Paul: friends, 
churches, liberty.
II. No matter when or how he 
dies. Paul: upon Nero’s block.
Outline 2:
Faith— the Awarded Treasure
A. It is possible to lose the faith. Per­
sonal responsibility.
B. To lose the faith is to lose eternal 
life.
C. But none need lose his faith.
D. If faith is to be kept it must be 
carefully guarded.
“Kept”— see exegesis.
Outline 3:
The Treasure Tyrants Cannot Touch
Introduction :
1. M en are known by the values 
which they cherish and zealously 
guard to the end of life.
Money
Power
Position
2. Paul lived by a different set of 
values. To him the real was the 
spiritual and invisible, not the 
material and visible. He attached 
all importance to the eternal, very 
little to the temporal.
A. He was not overly dejected by what 
he had lost.
I. He had lost his liberty.
II. He had lost his companions.
III. He had lost his case at court.
IV. He was about to lose his life.
B. In spite of his losses his spirit was 
triumphant because he had kept the 
faith.
I. This means that his confidence 
was unwavering (1 :12).
II. It means that his fidelity (good 
fight) was unswerving.
III. It means that his fellowship 
with Jesus Christ was unbroken; 
up-to-date experience (vv. 17-18).
C. Because he had kept the faith he 
was able to say:
I. I have fought a good fight 
(v. 7).
II. I am now ready (v. 6).
III. A  crown is waiting (v. 8).
Conclusion: Paul shows us the way to
face old age and death.
R. S. T.
Trials Are Seasonal
S c r ip t u r e : I Pet. 1:1-9 
I. T r ia l s  A re  S e a s o n a l .
A. The text is proof of this state­
ment.
B. This statement is proved by 
experience.
C. There are many other scrip­
tures which add authority to 
this statement.
II. T r ia l s  A re  U n iv e r s a l .
A. You are not being “picked on” 
when tried. “Beloved, think it 
not strange . . .”
B. Christ was tried and tempted 
before us.
C. God is no respecter of persons.
III. T r ia l s  A re  B e n e f i c ia l .
A. They reveal the glory of God 
(I Pet. 4:13).
B. They refine one’s faith (v. 7).
C. Every trial overcome is a vic­
tory and makes one stronger 
for the next one to come.
C o n c l u s i o n : Trials come to all, but 
they do not come to stay. They bring 
help and strength to the glory of God 
when we overcome them.
—W i l l i a m  C. S u m m e r s  
Rochester, N. Y.
The Unsanctified in the
Congregation
T e x t : II Chron. 30:17
I. T h o s e  W h o  F a i l  t o  G o  o n  t o  P e r ­
f e c t io n
A. Those who do not feel their 
need.
B. Those who do not understand 
holiness.
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C. Those who do not believe in 
holiness as an experience.
II. T h o s e  W h o  P r o f e s s  W i t h o u t  P o s ­
s e s s in g
A. Some waited too long after 
conversion before seeking the 
blessing.
B. Some accepted an emotional 
experience rather than the 
Holy Spirit.
C. Some fail to meet the require­
ments for sanctification.
The Power of a Holy Life
(Continued from  page 36)
the father, the mother, the brothers, the 
sisters, the servants, even the very 
animals must know that we are the 
children of God. The contrast of the city 
and the candle also speak of the power 
of united witness—the many lights of 
the city with their accumulated effects 
■—and the single candle burning within 
the home—the individual witness.
3. The Loss of Influence
Jesus tells us that influence for good 
may be completely nullified. Salt may 
lose its savour and become insipid and 
worthless, light may be smothered under 
a bushel. There lies the danger—we 
may become insipid salt and smothered 
light. The effects of this loss are: 
(a) Usefulness destroyed. “ Good for 
nothing.” What a change! From “good” 
to “good for nothing.” We must guard 
the character if we would retain our 
saltness. If we become proud, self- 
sufficient, seeking worldly things, hard 
and unforgiving, defiled, trouble-mak- 
ers and friends of the world—in other 
words the reverse of all those qualities 
Jesus sets forth in the opening section— 
then we become insipid salt and useless 
to God and man. (b) Contem pt created. 
The worthless salt is thrown out and 
“ trodden under foot of men”—a thing 
of contempt. The Christian who loses 
his testimony and influence becomes an 
object of contempt, even by worldly
III. T h o s e  W h o  O b t a in e d  b u t  L o s t  t h e
B l e s s in g
A. Through failing to obey.
B. Through failing to testify.
C. Through failing to grow.
C o n c l u s i o n : Those who are unsancti­
fied are candidates for the altar. God 
wills that you be sanctified. Jesus 
prayed that you might be sanctified. 
He suffered that you might be sancti­
fied. You can’t get to heaven without 
the blessing. Seek it today.
— W i l l i a m  C . S u m m e r s
men. (c) Darkness renewed. The light 
under the bushel will finally go out. 
When the church at Ephesus lost its 
first love, Jesus warned them that un­
less they repented He would remove 
their candlestick. It is a terrible thing 
to wake up as Samson did and realize 
that the power has gone.
4. The Effects of Influence
God has a definite purpose in view 
in sending His children into the world 
as salt and light. That purpose can only 
be realized when the light is right at 
its very source, (a ) Motive. The whole 
end to be achieved is not self-glorifica­
tion, but that “they may see your good 
works, and glorify your Father which 
is in heaven.” All must be done to the 
glory of God. Alexander McLaren 
quaintly says, “ Candles are not lit to 
be looked at, but that something else 
may be seen.”  We don’t want people to 
see the beauty of the candlestick, but 
their sin and their Saviour, (b) Pur­
pose. The whole aim of influence is 
to draw men and women to God, to 
exalt God in human lives. If the motive 
is pure the result will be achieved. 
They will look on us and see Him. 
Someone went to hear two famous 
preachers. He came away from the 
first saying, “What a wonderful preach­
er!” but he came away from the second 
saying, “What a wonderful Saviour!” 
The second preacher was the truly suc­
cessful man. Jesus lived and died for 
the glory of the Father; so must we.
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Rev. Floyd H. Pounds used the following 
paragraphs (blocked in) in his church 
bulletin, one each week. They would have 
appeal if used during the heat of our na­
tional political campaign. Mr. Pounds is 
now pastor at First Church, Galesburg, 
Illinois.
First Week
CANDIDATES’ CORNER
MARK YOUR BALLOT FOR ME (X )
Allow me to introduce myself:
I am well qualified to do the job because 
of many years’ experience. My office is 
well staffed with able assistants. If elected, 
I will stay right in town to give you many 
years of valuable assistance. I feel I have 
special appeal to all age-groups and to peo­
ple of all occupations. No other candidate 
can offer you so much.
Your vote will be appreciated. My name 
is . . .
. . . Your Sunday School
Second Week
CANDIDATES’ CORNER
MARK YOUR BALLOT FOR ME (X)
Last week I spoke of my appeal to all 
people; today I wish to make a promise. 
If elected, I shall make an extended effort 
to clean up all corruption, greed, lies, and 
sin. Where my opposition would tear down, 
I will build; where he would build, I will 
seek to destroy.
All thoughtful people have accepted and 
endorsed me in this community, for they 
recognize me as a character builder. There­
fore I need your vote this week; and yout­
vote will be appreciated. . . .
Your Sunday School
Third Week
CANDIDATES’ CORNER
MARK YOUR BALLOT FOR ME (X )
Today I would make my appeal to you 
on my platform. I stand for honesty in 
the government, love in the home, and in­
tegrity for the individual. I am opposed 
to bureacracy, believing that all my sup­
porters must be working for me!
I believe in 100 percent parity but will 
pay only on the investment. Civil rights and 
all other rights are excelled by right-eous- 
ness.
Small business, big business, and labor 
will all profit by my influence. My policy 
is always for the moral good of the people 
and not one of expediency.
DO CAST YOUR VOTE FOR ME SUN­
DAY!
Your Sunday School
Fourth Week
CANDIDATES’ CORNER
MARK YOUR BALLOT FOR ME (X)
Recently I read of a candidate who prom­
ised to out-promise all other candidates. 
I make many promises myself. I am not 
only a local candidate but a national one 
as well. I seek the support of the well-to- 
do on the grounds that an investment in 
me will pay big dividends. To the poor, I 
promise that they shall find the true riches 
of life through supporting me.
I invite you to investigate my record 
and you will see that no other candidate, 
religious or social, has excelled my work. 
There is no shadow over my character; that 
is the reason I seek your vote this week.
Your vote will be appreciated when the 
polls open in the Menomonie Nazarene pre­
cinct at 10:00 a.m. Sunday.
Your Candidate, 
The Sunday School
One may be sound in doctrine and 
abundant in good works, and yet be 
of that company who have left their 
first love.
— J. B. Chapman
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National Holiness Association 
Plans Study Conference
A fter sponsoring eighteen successful 
seminars on holiness doctrine during the 
past three years on seventeen different 
college and seminary campuses in the 
United States and Canada, the National 
Holiness Association, under the leader­
ship of its president, Dr. Kenneth E. 
Geiger, is completing plans for a Study 
Conference on the Distinctives of W es- 
leyan-Arm inian Theology to be held 
Novem ber 3-6, 1964, on the Bible Con­
ference Grounds, Winona Lake, Indiana.
Attendance at this conference will be 
by invitation and will be limited to 125 
scholars of the W esleyan-Arm inian sec­
tion of the Church. This group will 
include denominational leaders, repre­
sentatives of colleges, seminaries, mis­
sionary organizations, etc., officials of 
the sponsoring association, and a limited 
number of observers from  without the 
N.H.A. constituency.
As the program outline will indicate, 
only the distinctive doctrines of W es­
leyan-Arm inian theology will be con­
sidered during this four-day convoca­
tion. Each of the four sections will be 
chaired by a section captain who will 
have supervised and coordinated the 
work of the research teams assigned to 
study and prepare papers during the 
coming year.
One of the chief goals o f the con­
ference is to more clearly establish the 
relevancy of the W esleyan-Arminian 
message and interpretation of the Bible 
to the problems and needs of our day. 
In order to accomplish this objective, 
the best scholarship has been enlisted 
to compose the nineteen research teams 
which will report to the conference.
The conference will open with a fe l­
lowship luncheon at noon on Tuesday, 
Novem ber 3, 1964, and will be immedi­
ately follow ed by a keynote address 
by Dr. Geiger, the Executive Director 
of the conference, and a paper by Dr. 
R oy S. Nicholson on the subject “A  
Historical Survey of the Rise of W es­
leyan-Arm inian Theology.”  The balance 
of the time will be spent in hearing and
discussing the various papers based on 
the following subject material:
Section I— The Concept of Sin 
The Holiness of God 
The Origin of Sin 
The Dual Nature of Sin 
Sin in Believers
Section II— The Content of Salvation 
The Doctrine of Grace 
The Nature and Extent of the A tone­
ment of Christ 
The W ork of the Holy Spirit in Salva­
tion
Initial Salvation and Its Concomitants 
Full Salvation and Its Concomitants 
Final Salvation and Its Conditions
Section III— The Life of the Christian 
The Witness of the Spirit 
The Relation of Faith and Works 
Christian Maturity 
The Gifts of the Spirit 
The Ethics of the Christian
Section IV— The Church and the World 
The Christian in the World 
The Dynamic for W orld Witness 
Holiness and Social Tensions 
The Nature of Christian Unity
November 3-6, 1964 
Winona Lake Bible Conference Grounds 
Winona Lake, Indiana
IDEAS
THAT WORK
The “Key” to 
Your Piano Problem
W e w o r k e d  a n  id e a  here at Laurel 
a couple of years ago, and it turned out 
so well that we were surprised.
In the financing of a new piano (could 
be used equally as well with an organ) 
we divided the purchase price of the 
piano by the number of keys in the 
keyboard (eighty-eight in this case).
O iirs was a used piano we were buying
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which cost $450.00. This made the keys 
$5.00 each.
We then appointed a piano finance 
committee of ten dependable members 
and issued them eight paper keys each, 
taking eight keys myself, with instruc­
tions to sell these eight keys anywhere 
they could. Some bought them all them­
selves, some sold them to business as­
sociates, and some to fellow  church 
members, Sunday school classes, etc. 
W e put up a large piano keyboard 
chart on which to display our sales, 
marking off the keys as they were 
sold, and the piano was all paid for in 
less than thirty days.
C l i f f o r d  H. T a z e la a r
Pastor, Laurel, Delaware
Say It with Promises
O u r  h e a d a c h e  was that we wanted 
to remember our Sunday school and 
church friends when they went to the 
hospital, and in some cases where the 
illness was of a prolonged nature, those 
ill at home. But our hearts were bigger 
than our pocketbooks. Reviewing our 
expenditures for flowers in 1962-63, we 
learned that more than $100 had been 
spent for flowers to cheer our sick. 
These floral offerings were appreciated 
but they didn’t last. Seldom were they 
fresh enough at going home time to 
warrant the carrying them home.
We pondered. What would last longer, 
be less expensive and yet not be cheap? 
We wrote the Publishing House with an 
idea, but meantime we browsed through 
the Publishing House Catalog and, lo, 
on page 187 for only 75c was a beautiful 
box of Precious Promises, No. GI-9601 
for adults and “ Bedtime Prayers,”  No. 
GI-9700 for youngsters. W e ordered a 
supply and have had to use four units 
already at a cost of $3.00 but a savings 
of $11.00 over flowers. W e kept the 
money in the church and I find the pa­
tients received the gifts with many 
words of praise and, joy  of all joys, the 
gift is lasting with its repeated bless­
ings across the years.
Rev. C a r l o s  H. S p a r k s
Pastor, Cowan, Tennessee
MY PR BLEM
PROBLEM: How can we handle 
an extrovert secretary who is other­
wise efficient but who constantly 
walks in and out of the auditorium 
in a disturbing manner?
A  B r it is h  P a s t o r  S a y s :
My advice would be to talk to the 
extrovert Sunday school secretary and 
show him how much he disturbs the 
procedure. However this will not be 
easy seeing he has done the disturbing 
thing constantly, and should have been 
dealt with as soon as he repeated the 
offense. The secretary should be most 
interested in the w ell-being of the Sun­
day school and only needs advice, re ­
buke being unnecessary except in the 
case of an unworthy person.
A  N e b r a s k a  P a s t o r  S a y s :
Since the problem  appears to be a 
personality problem rather than a spirit­
ual one; and, since efficient secretaries 
are not too plentiful, the problem should 
be approached as tactfully as possible.
The pastor and the church school 
board might relocate the secretary’s o f­
fice as far from the auditorium as pos­
sible. With this m ove the secretary 
might be given an assistant who under­
stands the problem. The secretary 
would then be urged to confine his or 
her w ork to the office with the under­
standing that “ incidental” errands could 
be handled by the assistant.
A n o t h e r  B r it is h  P a s t o r  S a y s :
I suggest that it is our task to constant­
ly  educate our teachers (often more d if­
ficult than educating our children), and 
this can be done in regular teachers’ 
meetings. Papers presented on various 
topics of Sunday school w ork can be a
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means of pointing out different “ blind 
spots” that we often have. If the m eet­
ing becomes a place of warm concern 
for the w ork of God among the children, 
then this can be the ideal place for the 
Holy Spirit to direct His work.
The problem of an extrovert secretary 
need not be dealt with specifically but a 
topic of a broader nature including the 
behavior of the staff could be presented 
and discussed, eg., “H ow can we main­
tain the interest of the class throughout 
the lesson?” Such topics should not only 
appeal to the conscience of the individual 
but should bring all the Sunday school 
workers into a clearer understanding of 
their vocation.
PROBLEM: My problem is a problem of 
irreverence. One of (lie most active and 
willing families of the church sit near the 
entrance of the sanctuary and talk out loud 
before the service with another family (this 
one critical). If it were two critical fam­
ilies it would be easier (or would it?).
Pastors, what do you say? Write your opinions. 
If published, a $3.00 book credit will be given. 
Not over 200 words, please.
"Jesus, the Very  
Thought of Thee"
Praise and Worship hymnal, page 12
Authorship
Two brilliant writers participated in 
giving the Christian world this hymn 
which is described as one of the most 
beautiful in the English language. The 
original hymn was in fifty Latin stanzas 
by the devout Cistercian monk, Bernard 
of Clairvaux, who established a monas­
tery at Clairvaux, France. He was 
educated at the University of Paris and 
became one of the most influential fig ­
ures in Europe. He was largely respon­
sible for inspiring the second Crusade. 
Seven centuries later, Rev. Edward Cas- 
wall, a graduate of Brazenose College, 
Oxford, made a free translation of five
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stanzas that have become dear to Eng­
lish-speaking Christians.
The Hymn Tune: “St. Agnes” (1866)
C o m p o s e r
John Baachus Dykes (1823-76). Rev. 
John Dykes, a minister in the Church 
of England, was educated at Cambridge, 
University. For twelve years he was 
Vicar of St. Oswald’s, Durham, where 
he composed most of his hymn tunes, 
including one of the best-loved, “ St. 
Agnes.” It was written specifically for 
Caswall’s translation, “Jesus, the Very 
Thought of Thee.” Activity in church 
music began for Dykes as a boy when 
he was organist at St. John’s Church, 
Hull.
(Translation first appeared 1848)
Things We Can't Afford
To win the gam that means another’s loss; 
To miss the crown by stumbling at the cross. 
The heedless jest that robs us of a friend; 
The laugh that finds in bitter tears an end. 
The feast today that brings tomorrow’s fast; 
The race that comes to tragedy at last.
To play with fire or tempt a serpent’s bite; 
To think that sin brings any true delight. 
With serious heed to treat the cynic’s sneer; 
To wise men’s words to turn a careless ear. 
For hate to give like hatred in return;
To feed a flame and make it fiercer burn. 
To loose the soul for this w o r ld ’s 
fleeting breath;
To barter life in mad exchange for death. 
We are blind apart from Thee, dear Lord; 
Show its the things we can’t afford!
From Thornton, Colorado, bulletin 
A l l e n  A. B e n n e t t , pastor
Persecuton is not essential to 
blessedness, but it is compatible with 
i t .— H a y e s .
The greatest of faults is to be 
conscious of none.
— Carlyle
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AMONG BOOKS
Mastering Life with the Master
Wesley H. Hager, (Grand Rapids: Wm.
H. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), 105 pp., 
$2.50.
The author has held four Methodist pas­
torates, and has devoted fourteen years to 
the ministry of Grace Church, Methodist, 
in St. Louis. It is no surprise to see in this 
book the kind of material that a pastor 
will find helpful in preaching to the needs 
of his people.
This book contains twelve sermons which 
deal with the problems of circumstances, 
discouragement, inferiority, the use of time, 
loneliness, sorrow, doubts, coveteousness, 
frustration, trouble, ill health, and constant 
crisis. One can readily see that a sermon 
on each of these subjects is going to provide 
a rich source of helpful materials in preach­
ing to the needs of people, if the author is 
able at all to handle these subjects. This 
author is.
One might wonder at first glance if this 
is going to be a “life-situational” approach 
to preaching and nothing more, but before 
reading very far in the first sermon one 
sees a warmth of supporting biblical ref­
erences and illustrations which keep these 
messages sounding like “sermons” alright, 
and not just essays or “ topical talks.” The 
sermon “Conquering Sorrow,” for example, 
takes the text, “Blessed are they that mourn 
for they shall be comforted” (Matt. 5:4). 
Among the sources quoted are Thomas 
a' Kempis, Shakespeare, and Browning; 
also there are references to Leslie Weather- 
head, to Frances Havergal, to Abe Lincoln. 
But here in it are passages from Isaiah, 
from both the Corinthian Epistles, and from 
Romans too.
Someone has spoken of preaching that is 
“pulpit counseling,” and if there is such, 
this is an excellent example. One feels as 
he reads these sermons, “Here is a preacher 
who is aware of my problems, who seems 
to understand my burdens, who feels with 
me in my struggles, who is not afraid to 
look at life honestly, and who is willing to 
help me find answers which elude me.”
The pastor who does not have the library, 
nor perhaps the time, or maybe the skill, 
to find for himself the source materials 
which give to his sermons the substance,
the “meat,” the facts, the content which 
make them more worthwhile, can use some 
of the materials presented in these ser­
mons to great advantage. There is an 
unusually good supply of it here. And 
with all this, there are some insights into 
the meaning of life and its fulfillments 
which should encourage any reader. Bish­
op Gerald Kennedy writes concerning it, 
“. . . this is a very inspiring book and it 
will help many persons over rough places.
I think that a defeated individual will dis­
cover new resources to lead him on to 
victory.” The chances are good that you 
will agree after you have read it.
J am es  M cG r a w
Prophetic Preaching, Then and Note
Roland Q. Leavell, (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Book House, 1963), 96 pp., $2.25.
The author of this book, who served as 
president of New Orleans Baptist Semi­
nary until retirement, and whose death 
came just before the publication of this 
work, directs his appeal to preachers and 
students of preaching. He believes that “all 
the distressing trends of today were preva­
lent in Old Testament times and denounced 
by the prophets. The antidote for these 
social and spiritual diseases is the same as 
it was then, namely, God’s gospel preached 
by holy men under the direction of the 
Holy Spirit.”
He defines prophetic preaching as 
“preaching like the prophets” (p. 13), but 
lest the reader jump to the conclusion that 
this is a gross oversimplification, he spells 
out in his first chapter how the prophets 
proclaimed, announced, and delivered God’s 
message, as forth-tellers, crying, “Thus 
saith the Lord.” He argues that Jesus 
made their method His in His own preach­
ing ministry, as did John the Baptist, Saint 
Paul, and the other apostles in the New 
Testament church. He sees prophetic 
preaching as “often explosive, frequently 
. . . disturbing, but always . . . moving and 
purifying and refreshing” (p. 16).
The author deals with today’s crises, in­
justices, sins, and idolatries, in the frame­
work of how men like Jeremiah, Hosea, 
Isaiah, and Amos would have denounced
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them. He sees idolatry today in the wor­
ship of money, of fashion, of pleasure, and 
indeed of anything which puts man himself 
on the throne of desire and endeavor. 
“Modern idolatry should stir prophets of 
God to their highest intensity of horror 
and noblest efforts of attack, just as Baalism 
did in days long ago,” he declares (p. 52). 
This reviewer found it heartening to see 
in this book a vigorous reinforcement for 
some very definite ideas of how such 
preaching as this is needed today.
It must be pointed out, however, that 
Mr. Leavell does not leave prophetic 
preaching on any one-sided emphasis of 
the “negatives,” the “crying out against” 
what is detestable in the eyes of Almighty 
God. He shows his readers the positive side 
of prophetic preaching in chapters dealing 
with “Proclaiming the Love of God,” 
“Promising a Glorious Future,” and “Plead­
ing with Men to Accept Salvation.” He 
reminds us that Hosea wept as he con­
demned the sins of the people of Judah, 
but he promised healing of their wounds if 
they would repent (Hos. 5:13; 6:1). He 
sees Zechariah as seeing Jerusalem not 
needing a wall for protection; God would
FROM OUR
Candles in the Dark 
Kathryn Blackburn Peck
For Juniors. Stories of James Hudson 
and others who were called to be mission­
aries when they were young.
Communion with Christ, Ivan A. Beals
A book dealing with the meaning of 
the Lord’s Supper.
Daniel’s Forecast, Maynard James
Articles Originally written for The 
Flame, based on Daniel’s “seventy weeks.”
Dreams Can Come True, Ruth Vatighn
Especially for teen-age girls and their 
problems.
Excuses Answered, Milo Arnold
How to answer the excuses people give 
when invited to attend church.
God Wants You, Gloria
A story in poem form with a strong 
spiritual application for kindergarten and 
primary children.
How Men Face Death, S. B. Shaw
A book to remind us that this world is 
not our home. It is meant to whet the
be like a wall of fire about it and would
be the glory in the midst of it (Zech. 2:5). 
He shows us Isaiah as a prophet of salva­
tion and comfort (Isaiah 40—66). Leavell 
declares: “It is said that for every person 
in a church pew today who needs correc­
tion and denunciation, there are ten persons 
who need comfort and love” (p. 73).
So here is a combination that should 
help all preachers, namely, the emphasis 
upon bringing a sense of guilt upon today’s 
sinners who need to recognize guilt be­
cause they have forgotten God in their 
seeking of money and pleasure and status; 
and with it, a challenge to weep like 
Jeremiah when we denounce sin, and al­
ways remember to point men to the One 
who forgives it and cleanses us from it 
and brings to us His grace which is the 
only antidote for our guilt. The author 
says it well when he puts it this way: “Not 
every preacher can preach a great sermon 
every time, but there is no excuse for 
preaching on a little and unimportant sub­
ject. There is no time for drivel when 
people are confused and frustrated and 
lost” (p. 17).
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OWN PRESS
appetites of Christians for their heavenly 
home and make the eternal world more 
real and vivid.
How Sunday Schools Grow, Kenneth Rice
The Sunday school—its mission and 
method—written by the executive secre­
tary of the Department of Church Schools.
Investments Here and Hereafter 
John Stockton
A  book requested by the Department of 
Stewardship dealing with investments of 
both a temporal and spiritual nature.
Joy Cometh in the Morning 
Helen Temple
Seven separate stories from Japan and 
Okinawa of God’s transforming power in 
the lives of these people.
Joy for Dark Days, Richard S. Taylor
A  guidance book for obtaining joy in 
the midst of our chaotic world, regardless 
of the circumstances in which we find our­
selves.
Just a Minute, Mister, Neal Dirkse
Short vignettes on a variety of subjects 
written for busy people.
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The Many Faces of Japan, Ross Kida
An interesting story of changing Japan 
with emphasis on the role of Nazarene 
missions, past, present, and future.
Okinawa Lifeline, Merril Bennett
A missionary reading book with many 
examples of miraculous conversions brought 
about in Okinawan lives and the almost 
insurmountable obstacles these new con­
verts have to overcome.
Oriental Pilgrim, Alice Spangenberg 
The story of the conversion of Shiro 
Kano from Buddhism to Christianity and 
the resulting love and devotion to Christ 
and his people.
A Peek at Japan, Carolyn Lunn 
A junior missionary reading book with 
stories of Japanese boys and girls who 
found Christ as their personal Saviour. 
Pioneering in Pediland 
Irvin E. Dayhoff
One of the first missionaries in this area 
of Africa describes the seemingly impos­
sible task of gaining a foothold in Pedi­
land.
Preachable Sermon Outlines 011 
the Second Coming, Norman Oke
Basic outlines for use in the preparation 
of sermons on the Second Coming.
Rejoicing Desert, Eunice Bryant 
A  missionary family drives back to their 
field in Mexico and along the way they 
visit the work of the Church of the Naza­
rene among Spanish-speaking people.
Scalpel Please, Wilbert E. Little,
Howard Hamlin, Paul Macrory 
Written by three medical doctors, this 
gives a firsthand account of the African 
Medical Work—especially at Raleigh Fitkin 
Memorial Hospital.
The Story of Our Saviour
Willard Taylor
A  study of the Life of Christ written 
especially for Christian Service Training 
classes.
Verses from the Chapel of the Chimes
Lois Kendall Blanchard
Eighteen inspirational poems originally 
written for the radio broadcast “Chapel of 
the Chimes.”
Wheel Chair Triumph
Mary Field Boggs (Kansas City, Mo. 
Beacon Hill Press, 1963), 158 pp., cloth, 
$1.95.
Sometimes children are called upon to 
face situations which even adults find 
difficult to master. Take one young active 
boy, add crippling polio, a portion of 
partial recovery, the cruelty of a thought­
less taunt, and you have the basic in­
gredients of Wheel Chair Triumph. Timothy 
Brown’s life suddenly takes on new and 
limited physical dimensions. Depression 
follows, sullenness, antisocial attitudes— 
they are all present, but after once hitting 
the depths, the only place to go is up. 
And that is what Timothy does with God’s 
help and the example of people in worse 
condition than he.
This fictionized version of a real-life ex­
perience isn’t “deep” reading, but it is a 
readable story of deep problems which 
exist for many people today. And Timo­
thy’s solution should be of help to those 
who read whether they are physically 
handicapped or not. This is not for the 
preacher himself, but may prove useful as 
a tool in his pastoral ministry.
B etty  F u h r m a n
Those So-called Little Flaws
A  machinist whose work is to inspect and turn down the wheels 
of railroad cars claims that the slightest flaw on the surface of a 
wheel may lead to a tragic accident. That little flaw, as the wheel 
whirls at great speed and under a heavy load, at each turn of the 
wheel strikes the rail. At each turn or strike, though ever so tiny 
at first, that flaw grows until finally it has increased to such a de­
gree that it causes a wreck and often loss of life. Isn’t that what 
happens in life when the “little flaws” are not taken care of?
J. C. M itchell
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A M O N G  O URSELVES
Dr. J. B. Chapman frequently quoted John Wesley in his definition 
of a fanatic (enthusiast): “One who expects results without giving due 
attention to adequate causes” . . . Maybe this might apply to preachers 
who expect the Lord to take care of them in their old age without availing 
themselves now  of the provisions set up by both their government and 
their church . . . I’m thinking of the steps taken by the Board of Pensions 
(p. 19) to assure reasonable security upon retirement . . . But the preacher 
must not let the board do all the step-taking; he must take some steps 
too . . . Certainly man-made schemes may go awry, so our faith must 
be in the Lord, not the board . . . But the Lord has ordained means and 
this is one of them . . . The Lord fed Elijah via the ravens and the poor 
widow to show what He can do but not to demonstrate what He usually 
does— which is to bless the soil that has been plowed and planted, and 
the foresight which gathers the crops into the barns for the winter months 
. . . The Loi'd has promised to add to us our necessities if we seek “ first 
the kingdom of God, and his righteousness,” and He will! . . . But we must 
not dictate the method . . . We must not say. “Lord, the ravens, please— 
that will be more spectacular” . . . Maybe the Lord chooses to add health 
by means of the doctor . . . Livelihood by means of salaries arranged and 
raised by good church management . . . Retirement (for missionaries) by 
means of Casa Robles . . . Bread in old age by means of the N.M.B.F. . . . 
But if the farmer would expect a crop in the fall he must work in the 
spring . . . No ground for tears of self-pity in the fall if he has dawdled 
in the spring . . .  So the preacher who would have an umbrella when it 
rains had better start buying one (on the Iay-away plan) in nice weather 
. . . The fanatic, then, might be the preacher who in his thirties and forties 
supplied all the faith and left it to the Board of Pensions to supply all the 
works . . . Sort of like the pastor who says he is “believing for a good 
meeting” but has done little to prepare for one . . . The pastor who is 
content to furnish the faith and let the evangelist furnish the works has 
added to the folly of fanaticism the sin of unfairness.
Until next month,
P.S.: Of course, to divide, dilute, or divert one’s ministry in order 
to provide for old age would be unbelief and disobedience: and that would 
be as bad as fanaticism. Let us avoid pursuing works without faith as 
zealously as we avoid pursuing faith without works.
THE FIRST COM PREHENSIVE ARM IN IAN- 
W ESLEYAN  COM M ENTARY ON THE WHOLE 
BIBLE SINCE ADAM  CLARKE
BEACON
BIBLE
Commentary
A monumental TEN-VOLUME work of scripture 
interpretation. The combined efforts of many out­
standing scholars.
EDITORIAL BO ARD : A. F. H a r p e r ,  W i l l i a m  G r e a t h o u s e .  
W .  T. P u r k i s e r ,  R a l p h  E a r l e
VOLUM E 6
M A TTH EW -LU KE
Written by R A L PH  EARLE (M atthew ), Professor of New  
Testament, Nazarene Theological Seminary  
ELW OOD SANNER (M ark ), Professor of Theo­
logical and Biblical Literature. Northwest Naza­
rene College
CH ARLES CHILDERS (L u k e), Professor of 
English, Biblical Languages. Trevecca Nazarene  
College
Follows a well-defined presentation of God’s Word
Clear-cut outlines with headings and subheadings
Gives references to parallel passages
Identifies Bible text in bold type
W ord meanings clarified with parentheses
Full expository treatment, homiletical approach
Individual Volume— $5.95 Complete Set— $49.50
Place your order NOW  for the complete set. Volume 6 (Mat­
thew— Luke) will be sent immediately at the special subscrip­
tion price of ONLY $4.95. The remaining volumes will be 
shipped as completed (scheduled for about two annually), 
also at S4.95. A 510.00 Savings!
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Prices slightly higher outside the continental United States
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